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CHJJSER I 

IFTHODOCTIOR 

Importance of the Steel Industry 

Steel is one of America's most important Industries. 

Our industrial power, which is the "basis for a high standard 

of living as well as a strong military positional® very 

closely related to the great steel industry md its productive 

capabilities* Steel i@ involved—directly or indirectly—-in 

almost every product and service that consuB&rs need md buy; 

Its importance can be gauged by the fact that in the last ten 

years the American steel industry has produced approximately 

12,000 pounds of at eel for ©very man, woman, and child in 

the country. Along with steel for big buildings, heavy 

machinery, and other massive structures, there is steel for 

such divers© items as bobby-pins, sled runners, refrigerators, 

coat hangers and thousand of other consumer pro duct a. 

Steel is also important in the economy because it is a 

large purchaser of other consumer goods, fhe steel industry 

annually purchases nearly 16 billion dollars worth of Ma-

terials, supplies, freight and other serviceŝ  In addition 

to this are annual expenditures for new plants said improvement 

of existing facilities that have averaged more than fl billion 



dollars annually for the last tea year#; Purchase® are made 

from "both large and small suppliers'; Large quantities of iron 

ore, coal, 'brick, electric power, fuel oil and machinery as 

well as small items like candy and crockery, electric fane 

and erasers, magazines and Hatches, rubber "bands and rage, 
1 

shoes and soap are included in the purchasing list*. 

Steel is important, too, as one of the country's largest 

employer®, Normally over half a million men and women are 

employed, and close to three quarters of a million are in-
p 

eluded in all their operations?. Altogether, the steel 

companies spent nearly 5i billion in 1961 on wage® and contri-

butions to various fringe benefit®, To be taken into con-

sideration, also, are the expenditures which contribute to 

the employment, directly or indirectly, of nearly 2 3/4 

million workers in other industries 

Steel companies are also an important source of income 

to stockholders and to the federal government as well as state 

and local government®. More than one million stockholders 

receive more than 1550 million in dividends and holders of 

long-term bonds more than 1100 million in interest each year-, 

federal income taxes in 1961 were in excess of 1600 million, 

and state and local government taxes amounted to nearly 1270 

million'1, ̂  

P# 1, 3Xbid'«, p. 2. 



Steel As also an torpor-taut factor as a ©©tire® of supply* 

Industries and household consumers us® more than one million 

tons of steel every yeax<* Steel products include construction 

mat ©rial©* steel for automobile manufacture, rails for 

transportation,, all types of machinery, household appliances 

and utensils and containers^ 

Finally, steel is Indispensable as material for defense'* 

Adequate defense requires a constant supply of steel, con-

tinual research, for new kinds of steel, and adequate stockpiles 

0© that in case of national emergency a supply of steel will 

"be available^ ̂  

from the foregoing, it is easy to deduce that steel 

products are involved in almost every product and service 

that consumers need and huy, that the steel industry is an 

indispensable part of the eeonouy^ . However, it is of still 

greater concern that the steel industry, over the years* has 

merged into a few giant corporations capable of exerting 

great influence for better or worse on the national economy. 

One of the most controversial questions that has arisen has 

heen the proper role of government in relation to hig business 

such as the steel industry. Should there he government control 

or at least regulation of the industry or should private 

%nited State® Department of labor Bulletin S~l, Background 
Statistics Beaming on thg Steel Dispute. (Washington,, i§59), p.: V 5 

American Iron and Steel Institute, on. cifr»« p. 3 # 



enterprise be relatively free to worfe out its own problems 

in relation to the public interest4? 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study has been to examine selected 

issues involved in the growth and development of the steel 

industry with particular reference to the 'part played by 

government • A secondary purpose is a study «f the steel 

industry., it self-—its founders, type of organisation, and 

some ©f its problems^ 

limitations of th© Study 

Although most of the problems studied in this research 

are applicable to other large corporations* the present 

investigation is limited to that of the steel industry and 

its specific problems primarily since World War TBI fhe 

problems of big business a© a whole are incidental only. 

Source of Bat a 

fhe data utilised have been both biographical and docu-

mentary. In the early history of steel, historical sources 

were used up to and through the formation of TJ. gp; Steel. 

Much of th® information pertaining to th© later development 

of the steel industry is taken from hearings, court cases, 

other government documents, newspapers, and industry publi-

cations* 



Method of Organization 

Six chapter a are used in the presentation ©f the material. 

Importance of the steel industry in the country's economy, 

the purpose of the study, limitations, source of data, and 

organization axe given in the first chapter1* Chapter II 

includes the history of the steel industry fro® 1940 to 1945 

—early background, early attitude® toward government, the 

men who formed Xh S, Steel, companies from which U. S. Steel 

were formed, technological changes, great amounts of capital 

required, the competitive situation, World War I, dissolution 

demanded by the government, Pittsburgh plus, the great de-

pression, and World War II. 

Chapter III includes the War Plant Disposal requirements, 

the Accelerated Amortization Act of 1950 and the Korean War, 

All of these, in one way or another, were instrumental in 

developing government policy toward the steel industry. 

Chapter IT is most concerned with steel prices from 1045 

through 1962. Discussed are the inflationary period following 

World War II, the basing-point system, and the changing 

attitudes of government and steel in the post World War II 

period. 

The profit squeeze, the steel crisis of 1962, tax reliefs 

for business, and the steel price raises of 1963 are the 

subject matter of Chapter V. Herein is presented the challenge 

that confronts the country todayi is it necessary for the 



government to regulate the steel industry in much the same 

way as it doe® the railroad industry? fee steel grown to the 

point where it 1® of the same importance as the utilities in 

the economic life of the nation? 

Chapter VI presents the finding® of the study, some con-

elusions reached, and some recommendations believed to he 

valid in view of the facte presented. 



CHAHflE II 

HISTORY 0? THE STEEL INDUSTRY 

formation of United States Steel Corporation 

In 1901, the United States Steel Corporation became the 

first "business in tim United States to reach the "billion 

dollar* size?. To those sectors of the economy and citizens 

of the nation with a fear of M g business, U. S:. Steel loomed 

on the horizon as a dangerous "trust," a threat to smaller 

steel companies and to the economy of the nation In general-# 

In order to "better understand the Impact of this powerful 

organization on the political and economic thinking of the 

times, it is necessary to examine the background and for-

mation of the corporation and the men who organized it1; 

Elbert Henry Gary 

Elbert H. Sary, a prominent Chicago lawyer, was the key 

individual responsible for the consolidation of the steel 

industry which began in 1900 and ended with the founding of 

the United States Steel Corporation in 19©lf. Ida M. Tarbell 

wrote in 1925* 

"...Judge Gary belongs to a group of powerful men who in 
the last fifty years have led the creation in the United 
States of what we call Big Business, fhe most coneplouous 
of these leaders have been the elder Rockefeller in oil. 
the elder Morgan in banking, E. »; Harriman in railroad®, 
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and in the earlier half of the period Andrew Carnegie in 
steel* fhese men of undoubted financial and cosaaerical 
genius typified certain attitudes of mind toward business 
and were the sponsors of practices and an etiquette 
essential to understand if we are to have a realizing and 
helpful sense of the actual development and meaning of 
potentiallity of Big Business.M1 

Elbert Henry Gary was born October 8, 1846 near Wheaton, 

Illinois. Arundel Cotter wrote of Gary1® birtiu 

...He was a descendent of old lew England stock on one 
side and of French on the othert the forebears of his 
father, Erastus Gary, having been among the early 
Puritan settlers in Massachusetts, while his mother, 
Abiah Vallette Gary, was sprung from one of the daring 
spirits who sailed from France in the train of Lafayette 
and fought with him for the freedom of the American 
colonies,2 

Elbert Gary was brought up on the family farm near 

Wheaton, Illinois under the guidance of his devout Methodist 

parents along with his older brother, Hoah. Elbert began 

helping with the family chores at about age four by building 

fires, gathering wood, keeping the family cows on the Gary 

farm [there were no fences], and during planting season by 

dropping com for his father. At age seven he began to milk 

and do regular morning and evening chores. "Tear by year new 

tasks were taken on so that by the time he was fourteen or 

^Id/W
M* £ar£el}» J M IM§ of Elbert H. Gary; & 6tor.v of 

Steel, (lew York, 1926), p. 5. This book is an excellent • 
source on the life of Gary and early history of the steel 
industry. 

^Arundel Cotter. An Authentic History o£ the United States 
jftf3r Cppp,orp{ien, (New Xork, 1916), p. 77. hotter*s work in 
this book is highly reliable on the history of U. s. Steel 
and the steel industry in general. 



even "before, he could do and did the work of a man on the 

farsuw** 

The home training of the Gary children was based on.the 

Bible* "The shiftless and ignorant were not fit to serve 

God, and to learn to love and obey God was the chi«f object 

of life." family prayers and Bible readings, were daily 

routines in the Gary household with German Bibles utilized 

part time in order that the children might bdoome familar 

with the German language a® wt&l a© the Bible', Vastus Gary 

believed his son® should know the German language because of 

the large number of farm workers of Geraan decent living in 

the Middle West* Young llbert enjoyed Sunday more than any 

day of the week because on this day he could dress up for 

church. He was extremely neat as a child and young mm, a 

trait which was to remain with him throughout his life,* 

At the age of three, Elbert began hie education under 

Horace Barnes, who taught seventy-five pupils ranging in ages 

from three to eighteen years in the one room district school 

located one half mile from the Gary home* fhg Kew England 

Pria»g was the principle text after a child had learned his 

letters and numbers, Names of all the presidents and famous 

sen were found in this book along with tfa® names of the states 

and their capitals.̂  

Young Gary excelled in arithmetic, which was one of the 

chief tests of scholarship in the Whftaton School, At sixteen 

barbell, JSJO. c££,f p, 23.
 4Ibid.. pp. 29-31. 5Ibid.. p. 25. 
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a 
he was singing 'bass in church and was a member of a quartet, 

Elbert' B education was closely supervised by M s father said 

mother, both of whom had "been teachers, and he wae * brought 

up to read newspapers# magazines, hook#* Their father, like 

all literal minded men of his time* took the Hew York Tribune, 

and read it page by pag**N 

Elbert was a great admirer of M s father, who, in addition 

to being a good Methodist,wag a good Democrat'* H® saw hie 

father switch from the Democratic to ̂ Republican party when 

Illinois* Democratic Senator Steven Douglas introduced the 

Kansas-Hebraska bill in 1845# This taught young Sary that 

"accepted thing® were not necessarily eternal1#® Abraham 

Mneoln became the central figure of many discussions in the 

Gary home. At twelve years of age, young Elbert me old enough 

to be interested in the debates of 1058, and he remembered the 

election of Lincoln to the presidency of the United State© in 

1860•8 

then the Civil War began in April, 1861, Elbert at 

fourteen years of age was a student in Illinois Institute, 

a Wesleyan Methodist College located in Wheaton, Illinois* 

He was too young to enlist in the Army, though he tried many 

times, but had to remain with his studies unt.il he was finally 

• accepted for enlistment by the Union Army in 1864* 5wo months 

after joining the Anay he was granted leave by his coisraanding 

officer to be with hi® mother, hie father having been called 

P* 27. 7Ibid.. p. 28. 8Ibid,, ppv 38-39, 
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to Ses&ca, Georgia, to "be with loah, a Union Soldier, who 

had "been seriously wounded near that city# Thus ended the 

two months military ®erric@ of Elbert Gary*® 

After release fro® the service Gary taught on© semester 

in Wheaton*3 public school before he decided he would "read 

law»w At the age of nineteen, in the spring of 1865» Elbert 

joined the law firm of Valletta and Cody in Naperville, 

Illinois.While "reading law" ®ary paid particular attention 

to penmanship, grammar and speech# He listened intently to 

the adrriee of the elders of the firm and demonstrated to all 

who observed him that he was intent in "becoming na lawyer as 

good as the beet of them* said putting his whole force into 
3 % 

the purpose*" 

There were few law schools in the Chicago area in 1865, 

but Union College of law ef Chicago# which later became a 

pert of Northwestern University at Ivaneton, was interested 

in promising law student®. At the suggestion of a lawyer 

friend, Henry Booth, Erastusj Gary entered Elbert in law 

school in the fall of 1866, Be was the youngest student ever 

to enroll in the school and graduated at the head of his 

class in 1868.12 

After graduation from law school Gary accepted a position 

m clerk of the Superior Court in Chicago, Illinois, at a 

9.B!i3., p. 41. . "-Ibid.. p. 45. 

"ibidi, p. 42. 1 2 m a . . j>'. 46. 
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salary of twelve dollars per week#^ Tarbell wrotei 

The young lawyer took hold of the work with the same 
gest that he had shown ever since he 'began, his studies# 
• He found things to d© outside the duties assigned, hi®, 
particularly in improving the technique sad methods of 
the business# A mas was to "be hanged** Ife* olerk of the 
court must furnish the sheriff documentary authority 
under seal. He never had done eueh a thing* what w»e 
the proper form for directing a men to he .hanged? He did 
not know* Young Gary hurried to the hook# and brought 
hack fro® hie investigation® a form for a mandate which 
the lawyer* interested at once accepted, and M s superior 
gratefully used.14 

Seven Months after hie sppo int n̂ nb to the clerk's position# 

he was promoted to chief clerk of the court with a salary of 

forty-five dollars a week. With such a comfortable income, 

Gary felt it now safe to marry Julia Gravea, a young women 

from nearby Aurora with whom he had fallen in love* The Garys 

settled down in their own hosie in Wheaton# Illinois* where 
' of 

they were to live for the next thirty years# Gary commuting 
15 

hack and forth fro® Chicago by train* 

In the spring of 1871» Gary resigned his position of chief 

clerk of the Superior Court and became a member of the law 

firm of Tan Amen and Valletta, the latter partner having 

moved from laperville to Chicago since the days when Gary began 

to read law in M e uncle1a fir®. The senior partner® of the 

firm were fond of Gary, giving him valuable advice and re-

ferring many clients to hliu He had also con© to the attention 

of prominent lawyers and businessmen while a clerk of the 

court# and because of his splendid record in the court, 

13Ibia„ p. 46. "nij., S. 47. 15li!iS.. J. 48. 
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h© was Tales sea with plenty of business from the beginning of 

hi® private practice. "Mfe was a full, promising. Joyful 

affail", with no disturbance or set back in sight, and then 

suddenly on® came." the Chicago fire which started on 

October 8, 1871, and ultimately destroyed all building® in a 

two thousand acre area brought an end to the law firro of 
16 

which Gary was a member. 

After the great fire, an independent law practice was 

begun by iJary at 59 West Madison Street in Chicago from which 
17 

he made twenty-eight hundred dollar® the first year. 

While a member of the Yan Arisen and Tallette law firm, 

Gary had cross-examined the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 

Benjamin J, Sweet, who was impressed with the young lawyer's 

ability, particularly his skill in cross examination* Several 

months later Sweet called Gary to Washington and engaged his 

services in connection with a business transaction with a 

questionable partner in a Colorado ranch. lot only did Gary 

save the 125,000 investment of his client, he delivered the 

entire property into the Commissioner's hands• He also was 

appointed and served as executor of Sweet®1 will which gave 
18 

him further recognition on both a local and national basis. 

Although Sary had refused several opportunities to enter 

politics, he did at the urging of Du Page County lawyers run 

for county Judge in 1882. [The court aet only twice a year for 
16Ibid.. p. 49. 17Ibid., p. 50. 18Ibid., p. 51. 
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a two weeks session/. He served two four-year terms as county 

Judge but would not consent to a third term# Tarbell de-

scribes his duties as a Judge as follows! 

The qualifications he had shown as a lawyer marked 
M m as a Judge. Particularly did he insist that the 
proceedings before htm be conducted with courtesy and 
decorum. The thing in which he was particularly inter-
ested was breaking up the too-common practice of brow* 
beating witnesses, 

Senator Hopkins of Illinois, an acquaintance of Gary for 

more than twenty-five years, described Gary as . .cool, 

collected, self-confident, and aggressive in the trial of a 

case.* The Senator remarked further that *his rise in his 

profession was neither spectacular nor phenomenal. It was 

steady and progressive."20 

After twenty years of law practice during which time he 

had represented and opposed ptny corporations, Gary's repu-

tation was well known, there were more demands jEN&r his 

services than he could accommodate, he was wealthy, ana a past 

president of the Chicago Bar Association, but in 1892 he left 

the field of law for a new career in business—steel.23-

The Early Iron and Steel Industry 

The steel industry in America and in the world was "in 

its infancy" in 1850 when William Kelly of America and Henry 

Bessemer of England developed a new process for steel making, 

known as the ^Bessemer process." By 1867 there were three 

P- 68. P. 70. a l I b l d . T p. 71. 
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plants in America using this process making the metal available 

in greater amounts.22 It reached maturity with great intensity 

during the last ten years of the nineteenth century at which 

time it was the largest of all United States industries, ac-

counting for almost 50 per cent of steel production in the 

world ,?3 

The Midwest blacksmith shops were the foundries between 

I83O and 18M3 which produced hand tools, hoes, horseshoes, 

rough iron parts for wagons, and fireplace equipment for the 

many eager buyers of the great prairies* Hie implement 

company of Cyrus McCormick had been unable to sell his reaper 

to the ^conservative Virginia wheat farmers,* although there was 

a lucrative market for his machine and other farm implements in 

the Midwest where demand far exceeded production for a decade 

or more • 

One of the most revolutionary concerns of the Midwest in 

1850 was a steel plow factory at Naperville, Illinois, which 

by late 1850 could produce the staggering number of fifteen 

plows # day* As agriculture became more productive with 

better tools, fencing of the farms became important and neces-

sary* "Rails and board fences were not satisfactory, wind and 

fire sweeping them down regularly.* Some farmers turned to 

making their own barbed wire fences by bending small barbs 

around regular wire* Because of the great demand for barbed 

22@otter, fift* SLL&m P* 7* 2l*Tarbell, ot>. cit., p. 72. 

23lbld.. p. 2. 
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wire, competition for the fence "business began, "• . «a war 

which was to be long and cruel*" 

Beginning of the fire Industry 

Joseph Gliden of DeKalb, Illinois, and his wife operated 

a small shop in which bits of metal were sharpened and fastened 

to heavy guage wire forming barbed wire fencing, a process 

which Gliden patented in 1873. A local hardware dealer, 

I. L« Elwood (l from whom Gliden purchased his materials, and 

Gliden built a factory shortly after the patent was received 

to manufacture fencing. Their large orders of wire from the 

nation's oldest wire firm, Washburn and Moen of Worcester, 

Massachusetts, caused the company to send a representative 

to DeKalb to investigate. As a result of the visit, the firm 

bought out Gliden and persuaded Elwood to move operations to 

Worcester under an agreement whereby Washburn said Moen would 

have the Eastern and Southern market while Elwood would retain 

the Western market# 

At about the same time Gliden was developing his fencing, 

a carpenter of German decent, Jacob Haish, was also working 

on a similar experiment and had secured a patent shortly 

after Gliden. for barbed wire fencing. Washburn threatened 

to sue any dealer who sold barbed wire without their tag on 

the roll, but Haish did not scare easily and countered with 

2gIbid.. pp. 73~74. 26Ibid.. p. 74. 
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an advertising campaign which said his wire "sold on its 

merits and not through the influence of threatened lawsuits*"^ 

Although the patent dispute caused some trouble for 

Elwood and Washburn, many poachers, taking advantage of the 

patent situation, set up factories to make barbed wire. A 

former twenty-three year old salesman for Elwood, John W. dates, 

was the most notorious of this group. While employed as a 

salesman for Elwood, Sates and two partners secretly entered 

the wire business in_&Jfft? Louie, Missouri.2® 

Sates decided in 1885 that it would be better to become 
I f 

"a legislate wire manufacturer" than to have a continual 

running battle with Elwood. Immediately after receiving hi© 

license he purchased interest in four other plants located 

in Pennsylvania. Because of intense competition and the 

continual illegal manufacturing of fencing by "poachers," 

Sates realised by 1892 that *amalgamation" was the only 

answer* A lawyer was needed to handle the transaction.29 

for a man with the corporate experience of Sary, the in-

corporation of the five wire mills under Illinois laws was 

not a difficult task, barbell wrotet 
It was done in exactly the same way, Judge Gary tells 
®£» in which six years later he was to frame the federal 
steel Corporation* xhat is, the owners of the plants. 
having agreed on the amount of stock to be issued-
#4,000,000-settled by negotiations what each should have, 

"ibid., p. 74. 28IMJ., p. 75. 29Ibia.. p. 76. 
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and exchanged their old shares for the new. The complete 
block of stock in the concern, which they called the 
Consolidated Steel and Wire Company, was held by the 
owners of the old concerns*30 

Because of Gates1 earlier business reputation, many wire 

concerns throughout the country became alarmed by the merger, 

and the uneasiness also WEE perpetuated by the panic of 1893T 

Democrats threatening to lower tariffs, and labor difficulties. 

Because of tense business conditions which at times put the 

board member's nerves on edge, Gary found himself playing the 

part of "peacemaker" in addition to his duties as counsel for 

the new corporation, "They began to discover too, that he 
il 

gave them sound business advice. . . 

The "pools" between the wire makers were constantly 

breaking down. In regard to the early agreements Cotter 

quotes John Stevenson of New Castle Wire Company, who several 

years later testifying during the court action against Federal 

Steel, said, "Every man's hand was against his neighbors thenj 

we were Ishmaelites," He further stated that during a meeting 

between the trade a price of one dollar and fifty cents per 

keg for wire nails had been reached, but during the noon hour 

one representative sent a message to a client offering 10,000 

kegs of nails at one dollar and forty cents. Stevenson re-

lated that he was in the telegraph office shortly after the 

message had been filed and was asked to prodf read the tele-

gram by the operator who had mistaken his identity. 

P* 77. ^Tbid.. p. 77. ^Cotter, OTD. cit.. p. 6 . 
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•'Pool agreements" were also circumvented fey the steel 

companies appointing an agent within a concern purchasing 

steel. His commission "became a discount for the firm, thus 

the "pool" had not legally "been violated.33 

John W. Gates was an ambitious man, and although hie firm 

was large enough to be in a competitive position, he con-

tinued to discuss further mergers with his competitors. He, 

along with Grary, had decided ". . .that there would he economics 

and better service in such an undertaking hut that it was 

possibly the only means "by which manufactures could be brought 

to observe their own marketing arrangements,"3^" 

When Gary returned home from a trip to Europe in the 

summer of 1697, he was contacted by Gates who M. . .wanted 

Gary to begin work immediately on the long-talked-of combi-

nation in wire and nails." The next problem was to find a 

banker to finance the concern, and for such a "big enterprise," 

Morgan was the answer.3^ 

Several months before, Gary had met Morgan in New York 

where his advice had been asked about a railroad matter in 

Illinois. In the course of business, Gary remarked to Morgan, 

"I don't think you can do that legally," to which Morgan re-

plied, "I don't know as I want a lawyer to tell me what 1 

33lbld.. p. 6 . 

barbell, oja. cit., p. 78. 

3^Ibid.. p. 81. 
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cannot do. I Mrs M m to tell ate how to do what I want to 

do." Gary impressed the banker when he showed him the legal 

solution to the problem. Then and there he gained the re-

spect of Morgan which he held from that day forward.^ 

Morgan consented to finanoe the consolidation, a firm to 

be known as the American Steel and Wire Company with a capital 

of $80,000*000. Sary went to work to "bring the consolidation 

about.# while the wire industry and other tegmenta of the 

steel industry kept a close watch on the meetings, and this 

suddenly the deal mm off—"the U.S.S. MAIH had been blown 

up in th® harbor of Havana.* Morgan decided the tin# was not 

right for Ma new venture in Wall Street.** The following day, 

while enroute home by train# several of th® Western manu-

factuers who had been anxious to become a part of the firm 

which failed to materialize, discussed the possibility of 

forming their own firm, A little more than three weeks after 

th© lew York meeting, th® American Steel and Wire Company of 

Illinois was formed with a #24,000,000 capital, $12,000,000 

in preferred stock 

Formation of Federal Steel Corporation 

@ary had barely finished with the orgiaiaatioa of the 

American Steel and Wire Company of Illinois when he was 

suuuoned by one of hi© other clients of about four year®, the 

'• '• • - - i • - - " r 11 ir in i _ 

IMS** P» 81. J Ibid.« pp. 82-85 . 
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Illinois Steel Company, the oldest steel concern in the West 

and the firm which later formed the nucleus for U. S, Steel, 

Eber B, Ward built the first plant of Illinois Steel at 

North Chicago in 1857 to re-roll iron rails with an initial 

capacity of one hundred: rails per day, which was increased to 

over two hundred rails per day seven years later#' In 1864, 

Ward set up the first Bessemer converter in the United States 

at Wyandotte, S!̂ d,Mgan, and from that location he shipped the 

©teel ingots to Illinois to be rolled into the first steel 

rails in America, The great demand for steel instead of iron 

rails caused Ward1® company to grow into a 125,000,000 fir®, 

by 1893 with John W, Gates a© president. Because of keen 

competition and the panic of 1093, Illinois Steel got into 

financial trouble, and there were some hints of "putting it 

in the hands of a receiver,"^9 

The hoard of directors, comprised of such men as Marshall 

field, I, H, Porter, Hath&nlel Thayer and A, J. Forbes, were 

greatly impressed by Gary who had been called to advise the 

firm. They had invested great sums of money in the new 

venture of steel rails, and in order to,: protect themselves, 

they decided t© appoint Gary as general: counsel* "It was the 

beginning of a close association with the directing board, 

Indeed it soon cam® about that they would refuse to hold a 

meeting if Gary was not present,w40 

» P» 39Ibid., p, 88. *°Ibld.. pp. 88-89. 
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Gary was convinced during hie trip to Europe that there 

was a foreign demand for steel, hut that to develop such a 

market Illinois Steel would have to be "rounded out" with its 

own ore mines, transportation, coke supply, and additional 
Mn 

facilities to produce a variety of product®* A foreign 

market would also furnish an outlet for excess production 

provided Federal could become competitive with companies in 

England and Germany, Gary visualized a firm which could 

". , ,so strongly entrench itself that it would not be too 

greatly affected by periods of stress*" J*. P. Morgan was the 

only man capable of providing the "wherewithal" for such an 
42 

undertaking, 

The Federal Steel Company was organized in September of 

1899 by the Horgan interests with a capital of 1200,000,000, 

half of which was common and half preferred stock, fhe 

Illinois Steel Company with several ore mines, The Minnesota 

Iron Company, a coal mine at Connellsville, and eight hundred 

and fifty acres of land "within the Chicago City limits" were 

the base for Federal Steel, in addition to 114,000,000 in 

new capital furnished by Morgan.43 

Morgan a.nd others of the new organization persuaded Gary 

to leave his $75,000 law practice in Chicago and agree to 

serve as president of Federal Steel for three years,. Gary 

41Ibid.. p. 91. 
42Cotter, 0£. cit., p. 12 . 
4%arbell, 0£. cit.. p. 93 . 
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was allowed to set his own salary, choose the board of di-

rectors and other executives of the fir®. Thus Clary left 

Wheaton and Chicago "behind for Hew York where he would devote 

his full time to steel.^ 

The Carnegie Steel Company 

Andrew Carnegie was horn in Dumferline, Scotland in 

1835# and at the age of thirteen immigrated to the United 

States with his father He was first employed for 

one dollar and twenty cents per week as a bobbin boy in a 

cotton mill, but left this job at the age of fifteen to 

become a telegraph messenger for the Pennsylvania Railroad, 

from which he advanced to the position of operator. He was 

soon noticed, because of his ability, by the president of 

the line, Thomas A. Scott, who chose Carnegie for his private 

secretary. Young Carnegie had saved his money since arriving 

in America, and in 1864 purchased one sixth interest in the 

Iron City Forge Company.^ 

Although Carnegie had been in the iron business since 

1864, he did not see his first Bessemer unit until 1875, 

after which he immediately organized the Edgar Thompson Steel 

Works at Braddock, Pennsylvania. Tarbell describee the 

Carnegie progress in steel as follows: 

After that, things went fast with Andrew Carnegie. 
One after another he bought in the plants, built in the 

PP» 94-96. ^Cotter, op. cit.. p. 8. 
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Pittsburgh district to compete with his monopoly in steel 
rails*Home stead and Buquesne. He bought and leased ore 
lands In the lake Superior region, Milt and bought 
railroads, and, in 1889#. tool: Henry Prick into partner 
ship! tying up with hie enterprise the greatest eoke-
producing region in the country#46 

Although the Carnegie Steel Company did not merge with 

the Prick interests until 1900, it provided fierce cossetition 

for Illinois Steel before the latter was merged into P@de.ral 

Steel in 1898,47 

Cotter wrote concerning Carnegie and Gary* 

®ary*s ambition, like Carnegie's, knew no bounds; 
but, where the little Scotch ironmaster worked to make 
the steel industry an entire over which he should reign 
supreme, the former fanaboy dressed of an immense 
Republic of Steele Where Carnegie sought to unify the 
control of the steel trade and bring it into M s own 
hands, Gary sought to make it an industry owned by the 
people, and particularly by the workers^ Where Carnegie 
stopped at the ocean and gave his attention to the 
world business only at times when over-production at 
home compelled hiia to seek foreign markets temporarily, 
Sary sought to establish a world-wide and permanent 
market for the product of the blast furnaces and rolling 
mills of the United States.48 

In October of 1898, shortly after the organisation of 

federal Steel, Carnegie invited Gary to his home for a dinner 

of eanvaeback duck, but the main purpose of the meeting was 

to discuss "pooling arrangements in rails with Federal." As 

a result of the meeting Carnegie and Gary signed an agreement 

to divide the rail business on a fifty-fifty basis, the 

agreement was not considered in violation of the Sherman Act 

barbell, o&# pp* 89-90 . 

47IM§*f P* 90 . 480otterf oifo. p. 11 m 

mailto:P@de.ral
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because of an opinion given "by Senator George Hoar In 1091, 

which. Tarbell quotes* 

It seems to m© [wrote Senator HoarJ that a contract r 
although in partial restraint of trade, which is reasonable 
and reasonably limited in point of time* which has for its 
object merely the saving the parties from a destructive 
competition with each other, is not prohibited by the 
statute above referred to,. * * *49 

The Carnegie Steel Company in defending its profits of 

1899, which had been criticised by the press, stated that 

"from 1893 to 1699 there was no money in the steel business 

and that its profits of 120,000,000 during that year and 

expected profits of 140,000,000 in 1900 Just paid them back 

for the lean times. Prosperity was a common trend throughout 

the industry, much of it having been brought on by the Spanish 

American and Boer Wars, Tarbell wrote of Carnegie and pros-

perity: 

But in spite of his prosperity Mr. Carnegie was 
restless. The changes that had come rushing into the 
business where he had been 90 long the most powerful figure 
seem to have increased rather than weakened a desire that 
he had been nourishing for some time, and that was to get 
out from under# He was a very rich man* When he died he 
wanted to leave behind him a reputation not of being the 
greatest.iron master in America, but the greatest phi-
lanthropist . 10 

The agreement made between Carnegie Steel Company and 

Federal Steel Company did not solve the "competitive problems 

The Moore brothers of Diamond Match Company and National 

Biscuit Company had by 1899 bought the majority of the tin 

4%arbell, cit.. pp. 99-100. 

50lbid..i)p. 106-107. 
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plate Indus-try, two hundred and sixty-five plants In all. 

John W. Gates, who was disliked "by Morgan and left out of the 

company when Federal Steel was formed, organized the American 

Steel and Wire Company of Mew Jersey in 1900, which controlled 

all hut a few small wire mills. Other new firms which came 

about "because of mergers, appeared during this period. Among 

them were the national Tube Company, the American Steel Hoop 

Company, the American Sheet Steel Company, the National Steel 

Company and the American Bridge Company. The constant change 

in technology and the increased requirement of capital forced 

the smaller mills to combine If they were to survive. They 

were unable to compete as ©Mil unite against the large firms 

of Federal and Carnegie which were self sufficient.^51 

In addition to all the mergers which had taken place, the 

newspapers reported in late 1899 that Prick and Moore were 

preparing to launch a "bigger combination than the world had 

ever heard of," and that they held a million dollar option 

on the Carnegie interests. Sates also talked of a "billion 

dollar corporation.* Neither rumor materialized but Prick 

and Score reportedly forfeited the million dollar option to 
itn 

Carnegie.^ 

Through "mutual acquaintance®*1 Carnegie let it be known 

to Morgan that he wished to sell hie interests, but the 

banker did no* seem to be interested in such a great under-

taking, Carnegie threatened to enter the tube manufacturing 

51.I££4i. PP- 101-102. 52ibia.. pp. 107-108. 



"business in direct competition with National Tube Company in 

which Morgan had an interest, and also to build a railroad 

parallel to the Pennsylvania Eailroad, another Morgan enter-
51 

prise, but Morgan still did not budge# 

The president of Carnegie Steel Company, Charles H# Schwab, 

finally convinced Morgan at a dinner given "by Edward H# Simpson 

and Charles Stuart Smith on December 12, 1900, that a large 

steel combine would be profitable* The dinner had been planned 

by Carnegie for this purpose# Cotter writes of the dinner 

speech by Schwab: 
Schwab forecastedJetsZoT] a future of wonderful 

brilliance for the steel industry# He drew a word picture 
of a company big enough to insure the greatest economies 
in the securing and distribution of its raw material, but 
highly specialised by departments, each and every plant 
confining its attention to one particular product so as 
to secure the highest degree of efficiency* He described 
such en organisation as able to dominate the markets of 
the world and to set a pace that neither England nor 
Germany could follow* The ideal structure he painted was 
such a one as was well worthy the attention of the greatest 
of banker®, an industrial enterprise that even the great 
Morgan might well be proud to stand sponsor for.55 

Morgan was especially impressed with that part of Schwab*s 

speech which dealt with steel railroad cars and bridges# He 

made it a point to talk to Schwab immediately after the dinner, 

and also held a conference with him several days later during 

which Morgan asked Schwab if an option could be secured on the 

Carnegie interests, to which he received a negative reply. 

However, he gave Morgan the figures and terns to which Morgan 

^Cotter, 0£. cit.* pp. 13-14. 

g4Ibi<k, PP. 14-15. 55£bidMp. 15. 
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later agreed. Morgan, "then directed Gary to work out a plan 
56 

for purchase of th® Carnegie Company,' 

Tim heavy activity in the federal Steel Offices, where 

lawyers of the Morgan and Carnegie interests were working out 

the great transaction, and where executive® from other 

companies which were to become a part of the corporation were 

coming and going, did not go unnoticed by the public. Because 

of the anxious public, Gary, at the insistence of Hobert Bacon, 

made the following announcement to the press, which wa® quoted 

by barbells 

Messrs. J. 3?. Morgan and Company are undoubtedly con-
sidering plans for fhe acqulstion of the properties of 
some of the largest iron and steel companies of this 
country. 

Presumably they will not make or authorize any 
official statement until after the plans are perfected. 

It is probable there will be such ownership or control 
as to secure perfect and permanent harmony in the larger 
lines of this industry. 

It is not intended, however, to obtain control of any 
line of business or to create any monopoly or trust, or 
in any wap antagonise any principle or policy of the law* 

fhe method to be adopted in acquiring properties will 
not permit any minority stock interest to interfere if 
such stockholder were so disposed, which is not probable, 
as his pecuniary interest will influence him otherwise, 
He will be fully protected in any event. 

fhe success of the enterprise will result in great 
benefit to the investor in securities, the consumers, and 
the workingmen or employees, little, if any, new cash 
will be required, and therefore the present financial 
condition will not be disturbed. 

5his statement is made solely on my own responsi-
bility. 57 

56Tarbell, 0£. cit.« pp. 112-115. 
57Ibid.Tra>. 117-118. 
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The Morgan interests purchased the Carnegie Steel Company 

in 1901 for $303,450,000 in 5 per cent bonds and $l88f556,160 

in common and preferred stocks of the new company, a total 

price of $492,006,160, 

U. S. Steel Corporation Organized 

The organisation of United States Steel Corporation, with 

a capital stock of 1850,000,000, was announced by <T. P. Morgan 

and Company on March 2, 1901, at which tin® negotiations were 

still in progress for Rockefeller's Lake Superior Consolidated 

Ore Mines and the American Bridge Company# On April 2, 1901, 

these companies were acquired, and the capital stock of U. S, 
eft 

Steel was set at the staggering sum of $1,100,000,000. 

fhe following ten companies were merged to form the giant 

corporation, [for detailed description of these firms, see 

Appendix Ajt (1) the American Bridge Company, (2) The American 

Tin Plate Company, (3) fhe national Steel Company, (4) She 

American Steel Hoop Company, (5) fhe American Steel Sheet 

Company, (6) 3?he National Tube Company, (7) fhe Federal Steel 

Company, (8) The Lake Superior Iron Mines, (9) The American 

Steel Wire Company, and (10) fhe Caraegi® Steel Company.^ 

Morgan had remarked to Gary before the final plans were 

made to organise U. S, Steel, "you are not only to he my 

counsel, you are to be my friend in this enterprise," and, 

58lbia., p. 120. 

^Cotter, j£g. cit., p. 22. 
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shortly before the announcement that the corporation ted "been 

formed, Morgan asked M e lawyers if they believed the corpo-

ration to "be legal. He receive a an affirmative reply from 

all except fery, who rose to make a short speech* 
nI beliSve, Hp* Morgan*w he said, Mthat if there 

should he a direct attack by the AttorneywGeaeral against 
the new corporation at the beginning of its business 
career, the attack would probably be successful for the 
reason that so large a percentage of the iron and steel 
business Is included in the new company} as the intention® 
of the organisation have not been demonstrated, the 
Corporation'is liable to be held to be a Monopoly in 
opposition to the Sherman law* But I also think that if 
the Corporation with its business is properly managed 
and it is allowed to continue in business until it has 
been proven that the intentions of the managers are good, 
that there is a© disposition to ©zeroise a monopoly, or 
to restrain legitimate trade, that in that case, if there 
ie a contest, the company will be held to b# legal."60 

fhe public1 a first outcry against the corporation charged 

overcapitalization, and such terms as "Blue Sky" were used to 

describe the only backing of the new company's stock?* In 

1911, the Bureau of Corporations came to the conclusion that 

at the formation of the U. S. Steel in 1901, the "tangible 

assets" of the Corporation were 1682,053,385 and the "in-

tangibles" were $721,328,839. This amount was never denied 

by U. S. Steel, in fact their "intangibles" were set at 

#750,000,000, which figures the corporation furnished during 

the fmc investigation of 1940. She intangibles had, ac-

cording to IT. S. Steel, been reduced to one dollar by 19 3&", 

barbell, git* ci£., pp. 123-124. 
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"Of the total of nearly $750,000,000 of intangibles, $182,000, 

000 was written off against current earnings, 1285,000,000 

against capital surplus, and the remainder against earned 

SU^lUB.61 

Adams wrote concerning the stock of U. S» Steeli 

In his testimony "before the Stanley Committee in 
1911 Judge Moore defended such atock watering as not at 
all unusual* Said the Judgei "Everybody knows what they 
[sic!] are getting when they get common stock# « . They 
know they are not getting anything that represents 
assets#*62 

The U# S# Steel Corporation accounted for 62 per cent of 

total industry production in 1901.63 The principal firms 

competing for the remaining 34 per cent of the steel business 

were: Jones Laughlin of Pittsburgh, the Republic Steel Company 

of Youngstown, Ohio, Kakawanna Steel Company of Buffalo, IT, Y., 

Cambria of Johnstown, Pennsylvania, and the Colorado Fuel and 

Iron Steel Company of Pueblo, Colorado 

Purpose of U. S. Steel Corporation 

There were two reasons given by the company officers for 

the organization of the U. S, Steel Corporation, namely, an 

61 _ 
Investigation o£ Concentration of Economic Power. 

Hearings before the Temporary Rational Economic Committee, 
76th Congress, 3rd session, (1940), Ft. 26, p# 13747, 

62 
Walter Adams, "The Steel Industry," in The Structure 

&£ American Industry. 3rd edition, (Few York, 1961), p, 145, 
63| 

» i 

barbell, 0£. cit.. p. 131 . 

United State® Steel Corporation, Business.#.Big and 
Small...Built America. (New York, May 15, 1950), p7l6T7* 

S4n 
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integrated firs which would promote "eoonomy and increased 

efficiency," and a company capable of developing a "•*•well 
65 

cultivated export market toT Imer loan ma fit atesl#*1 

Although Gary testified during the Stanley Hearings of 

1911 that a development of v. foreign market had been the 

primary reason for such a. large undertaking, sssny persons 

outside of the firm contend that monopolisation of the steel 

industry was the primary purpose* Mams wrote concerning 

aonopolisations 
The policies of the corporation, subsequent to its 

organization in 1901, seem to bear out this opinion; for 
the corporation proceeded to acquire properties which 
would put it in a position to dominate the steel industry# 
Especially significant was the acquistion of essential 
raw material assets, particularly"coking coal and iron 
ore mines»66 

Because of internal problems of management and organ-

isation, the corporation did not develop its foreign market 

in a systematic manner until about three years after its 

formation# Ey 1904, an organization for export trade was 

formed and in that year U, S» Steel shipped 1,123,322 tons 

of the total 1,167*710 tons exported by the United States 

producers. By 1912, U. 5, Steel shipped 2,537t436 tons 

against the total U. S. export of 2,941,684, U# S, Steel 

now accounted for 60 per cent of total American exports in 

steel. The organization was thus established in the foreign 

65 
^Cotter, o£. cit., p. 35. 

66 
Adams, j>j3« cit«> p. 145. 
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market, and was well represented throughout the world at the 

The Governing Body of U« S. Steal 

Most of the officers of the Corporation had been brought 

up under the old school of "business was war0 during the 

period 1875 to 1900, particularly those who had com© from the 

Carnegie interests. Ihey enjoyed outwitting a competitor "by 

fair or foul means. Between 1901 and 1903, Gary had a great 

deal of difficulty with some of the corporation officer© 

before a decision was finally mad# as t© "who would rule." 

Morgan informed the executives of his subsidiary companies 

during the latter part of 1903 that they were responsible to 

the executive board, of which Gary was chief executive 

officer. He further invited those who did not wish to eon-

form to the decisions of the board to submit their reeig-
gift 

nations immediately. 

Most members of the board of directors of 0. S. Steel 

"paid little attention* to ©ary»® earnest desire "to work 

with, rather than flout the government.M ̂  But this matter 

was soon to be highlighted because of the words of Theodore 

Roosevelt shortly after he assumed the office of the presidency 

in 1901. He immediately restated his policy concerning corpo-

ratlons-the government had the right to supervise corporations 

~ n.r .innjU-X^.-.-trrai irTTrr'j i i i. j .omirninrTmiii j i iwiinii i i iacr 

Cotter, 0£. „cit., pp. 109-110 . 

68Sarbell, ojg. cit., pp, 186-187. 69Ibid.. p. 178. 
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in order that % * »the public could know the quality of their 

acts, whether they were within the law, ana whether existing 
70 

laws were sufficient for their control*" 

Clary was an® ©f the few executives who realized that "Big 

Business" needed cleaning up, and he had nade great strides 

within his own firm by discontinuing the practices of asking 

rebates from the railroads and other unfair and iismoral 

practice® which existed, when he became head ©f the eorpW 

ration, % 1902, Gary believed that regulation by government 

was necessary* Much to Gary's surprise, and mere m to that 

of the board of U# S, Steel* he m e invited to the White House 

to meet President Roosevelt in 1902*^ 
i 

Although President Boosevelt and Gary were different in 

the way they handled problems—loosevelt direct and blunt— 

Gary cautious and more patientwthey did have a great deal in 

common in their thinking concerning business and government, 

as evidenced by their friendship during the next seven years. 

Tarbell describes their ideas in this area: 
They were willing to trust anything to public opinion, 

but they believed in taking good care to inform it, give 
the full fact®, act leave it with the half knowledge on 
which the demagogue thrives-* Both believed profoundly 
in the Christian cod^believed it applied in business and 
politics as weH as in private affaire* Each wm firmly 
convinced of his own righteous intent.72 

Members of the board of directors of Xt* B+ Steel had 

varied opinions concerning the chalrmsoi's visits to the White 

70 
&&£*» P* 3.79. # pp. 17^181. 72lbid., pr# 182, 
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House} some looked with favor on the matter, others, who 

disliked loosevelt so intensly, were opposed to the meeting.©,. 

Morgan was net an admirer of the administration, "but he had 

never voiced objection to the visit®. In 1904 the Roosevelt-

Gary relationship was brought up for discussion "before the 

"boara of 0, 3*. Steel.* One hoard member offered a resolution 

prohibiting further visits by Gary to the White Bouse and 

the release of information by the chairman without approval 

of the board"lever in the tempestuous history of the 

organisation had Gary been so aroused,In s determined 

manner with a marked degree of firmness and authority, Gary 

restated his position that the only hope for the corporation's 

survival was to recognise the right of government to investigate 

Mid supervise corporations*. Be further stated this was his 

conviction whether the board agreed to it or not, fhe board 

tabled the resolution after H* H« Sogers of Standard Oil 

stated tbat the Chairman had done an. excellent Job in managing 

the corporation* and that Gary should be allowed to do "what 

is wise and necessary in the present situation,"^ 

U. S. Steel Investigated 

3?he first important investigation against the methods and 

practices of the corporation began during 1905 by the Com-

mission of Corporations, Department of Coiuaeroe, end lasted 

p. 183. 7 ' i u a . . p. 183. 7 ! i u a „ pp. 183-184. 
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for two years. The Commission was headed by James A* Garfield, 

who later remarked that the records of IT, S. Steel were made 

available and that Gary had directed members of the firm to 

furnish the commission with the information it desired. He 

also asked Garfield to inform him of "anything contrary to law 

so that it might to© c o r r e c t e d I n 1907 Garfield reported 

to President Roosevelt that he had found "nothing that necessi-

tated that the Department of Justice fee informed with a view 

to Instituting proceedings 

Gary defends Presid©nt Roosevelt 

The early years of U, 8« Steel had been trying times with 

organization problems, a slight business slump between 1903-

190*f, and then the first investigation by government in 1905* 

By 1906 the business picture looked brighter, but suddenly 

darkened in lovember of that year when suits were filed 

against the Tobacco Trust and Standard Oil Company# By the 

spring of 1907 the attack against President Roosevelt and his 

administration was one of the most severe ever witnessed. 

Letters by the thousands were received by the President from 

business leaders denouncing his policies. Tarbell wrote con-

cerning the correspondence, *1 have been through the manuscript 

correspondence and have been amazed to find that the only man 

of importance in the business world who at that time wrote 

^ Cotter, jbh« j£L3i.j p* 189< 
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hist even a friendly letter—at least which has "been pre* 

serve a—was Judge Gary*"77 [See Appendix B for a copy of the 

letter from Gary to Roosevelt and Hoosevelt *s reply* J 

Hot only did Gary openly defend the President against 

M s associates in the .corpor̂ lon, he did so in newspaper 

articles ana speeches. Tarbell quotes m article from the lew 

J&£| World in 1907 which had "codified" Gary's remarks* 

Public sentiment is the great rectifier of urexun^ 
Being good after you have been driven to it does 

not "breed much public confidence 
When aen come to the conclusion that it pay© In 

dollars mid cents to he honest,, then we shall have good 
corporation conditions. 

It would be a good thing for the business interest® 
of the country to divorce Wall Street̂  

A disposition on the part of men who occupy positions 
of responsibility and influence to improve their methods 
will put them above reproach and attacfc.78 

A® business conditions worsened during the first of 

1907# the attack continued to grow against Roosevelt* He 

replied by saying that it was the business coaoaanity that had 

speculated beyond the means of sound credit, and that he had 

repeatedly warned against the danger of unsound securities# 

On March 23, 1907., the panic struck, 

ST. Steel and Panic of 1907 

fhe year 1907 was a "crucial test" for the IP. S; Steel 

Corporation, fhe enemies of the corporation charged that "a 

run had been instigated by the J*® y»- Morgan and Oosopsny 

against certain financial interests in order that a large 

kartell, oit., r. 192.
 78Xtia-.. p. 195 . 
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competitor, the Tennessee Coal, iron and Hailroad Company 

might be "gobbled up»M In crest lag such a panic, it was 

asserted by some, not only was the corporation guilty of 

monopoly la restraint of trad®, but was also guilty of "high 

treason™ and betrayal of business trust. 

The firm of Score and Schley, Hew York stockbrokers, 

which own®fl a great portion of T. C. and I, stock, was headed 

for bankruptcy unless several millions of dollars could be 

raised, Because of its influence in the business world, 

Morgan realized that the failure of this important firm would 

cause others to follow immediately, ®h© only solution seemed 

to be for U» S» Steel to buy the firm. When Morgan mentioned 

to Gary that possibly U. S* Steel should purchase T. C. and 

1 ^ Gary voiced a prompt "no* to the proposition. He was 

aware that T, C. and 1# had never been ® sound financial 

organization, and that during the past forty years there had 

been more than twenty managers. Dividends had been paid on 

several occasions out of borrowed money, and, during 1906 

eight million dollars, which had been set aside for plant 

improvement had disappeared# Though poor management had ac-

counted for a large part of $. c, and I.'s difficulty, its 

location had also been a contributing factor* She majority 

of the market for its products was in the North, and this put 

the firm to some disadvantage because of high freight rates. 

As the panic spread, Gary became convinced that something 

must be done, if.possible, to settle matters in the business 
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world before the steal Industry became involved. Possibly 

the purchase of T. C. and I, might be a step In the right 

direction* He informed the board that he would agree to th® 

purchase only after ha had talked with President Roosevelt, 

and only if the Presidents views in the matter were favorable. 

A conference was held on loveaber 2 between the President, 

Gary, and Secretary of State Elihu Root. l'he President advised 

Gary that he could not approve the purchase, but further 

stated that he could not object to the purchase under the 

circumstances# To be sure that the main points of the 

conference were a matter of record, in the case of future 

trouble fro® the purchase, Gary obtained letters from the 

President and Secretary of State verifying what had tran-

spired during the meeting. [See copies of letters in Appendix 

C O 

She transaction for the Seimessee Coal, Iron and Railroad 

Company was completed on November 3, 1907, at a total cost of 

$19,077,100 for a firm which was not able to pay a dividend 

until 1914, and then only 1 per cent. The announcement of 

the purchase by 0* S. Steel did produce a "more optimistic 

sentiment. • in the financial, world, but the panic had not 

ended. 

During court testimony in the dissolution suit against U. 

S« Steel, former President Roosevelt testified as follows 

79Cotter, sun* PP. 75-76. 
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concerning the purchase of T* C» and I*t 
M , .the Tennessee Coal, and Iron people had a 

property which was almost worthless in their hands, 
nearly worthless to them, nearly worthless to the com-
munities in which it was situated, and entirely worthless 
to any financial institution that had the securities the 
minute that any panic came, and the only way to give 
value to it was to put it in the hands of people whose 
possession of it would he a guarantee that there was 
value to lt.?8o 

The net profits of U. S, Steel in 1906 had reached a 

record high of $156,624,273, "but the panic of 1907 had caused 

general business conditions in the industry to decline• In 

order to promote "friendly competition" and to restore confi-

dence, some famous meetings were begun in the fall of 1307# 

The Gary Dinners 

The panic of 1907 presented an uncertain business picture 

to the steel industry and foretold the possible return of 

sharp competition# To help prevent the return to "unfair" 

business tactics, and to promote a better understanding In 

the industry, the "Gary dinners" were begun in that fall# 

At the dinners, which were attended by 90 per cent of the 

steel executives, G-ary was able to convince competitors to 

follow the price leadership of 0» S* Steel, Gary remarked 

at the first meeting* 

"We must keep our heads, go slow, let jobbers work 
off their goods, let the country storekeepers get rid of 
their stocks, take what business naturally comes to us 
at decent prices, keep our men working* Let u@ not go 

So 
United States v* United States Steel Corp., 251 "0* S. 

417 (1920)» 
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out and raid the country, trying to get everything into 
our own mill, regardless of price* This will soon be 
over*M81 

Gary placed particular emphasis on price®, reaffirming 

hi® old principle that prices should always "be fair and stable 

regardless of demand# While the dinners are credited with 

saving many "bankruptcie s, many persons were alienated against 

"Big Business,* 

The "Gary dinners" were ended shortly after lepresentativ# 

Augustus Q» Stanley of Kentucky proposed a resolution in the 

Sous® of Representatives on May 4, 1911# to investigate U. Se 

Steel, The report of the investigation, which was made on 

August 21 1912, condemned the Corporation for ovej>-capital-

ization, ore leases, the Gary dinners, and the purchase of 

Tennessee Coal, Iron mid Sailroad Company. A federal suit was 

filed at Trenton, Hew Jersey calling for the dissolution of 

TJ# S» Steel on October 26, 1911* 

World War I 

The steel industry was just getting out of a depression 

which had begun in the last half of 1913, when war in Europe 

erupted in 1914# Earnings in the industry in 1914 were the 

lowest in its history, with U. S. Steel reporting net earnings 

of II,687»150* The war brought a sudden upswing to the export 

trade of U» S. Steel with 33 per cent of Its production going 

abroad in 1915* as compared to its old record of 18 per cent« 

81 
^Tarbell, jjB* cit., p. 205. 
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During the early pari; of the war years, the by-products of 

coal, such as benzol, toluol, and xylol, were discovered for 

use in eacploeives* Also developed from the Baking of ©ok© 

were dyes and other valuable chemicals, which because of this 

war, were no longer exported by Germany* 

In March,, 1917, the national government asked Gary, who 

was serving as president of the Iron and Steel Institute, to 

mobilize the industry for a war which appeared certain to 

cob©* During the past two years, earnings had been at an 

unprtoedented high in the industry, with the corporation 

earnings the highest ever--over 1333»500,000* there- & m m & 

to b© some doubt about industry1^ willingness to cooperate 

in the war effort# Would the steel producers be willing to 

increase plant capacity and accept the lower price®, which 

government was certain to demand? Gary proposed fall co-

operation with government, and full cooperation he receivedj 

business and government began working together for "the 
fto 

welfare of the country* 

Steel production in the United states roae from 26,334,594 

tons in 1914 to a high of 50,467,860 tone in 1917, and then 

dropped to 38,831,779 ton® in 1919 at the close of World far 

X» IF# S, Steel produced almost 50 per e®nt of the steel 

during these years.®-* 

barbell, jgjf, clt. » pp. 26>264 . 

8%nited States Steel Corporation, j$; clt'.. p. 109. 
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II, 3, Steel Exonerated "by the Court 

The 0* 3* Supreme Court announced the long awaited de-

cision of United States v, flfalted States Steel in th® spring 

of 1920. The case had been argued in March and May of 1917, 

reargued in October of 1919» and finally decided on March 1, 

1920 by a four to three vote. Justice KeKenna delivered the 

majority opinion in which the court found "that the corpo-

ration did not achieve a monopoly" even though an attempt 

had been made to do eo j also that* 

w• » •competitor© had to be pereuaded by pools, as-
sociation®, trade meetings, mid through the social form 
of dinners, all of them it may be, violations of the law. 
but transient in their purpoa© and effect, They were 
scattered through the years from 1901 (the year of the 
formation of the Corporation), until 1911, but, after 
instances ©f success and failure, were abandoned nine 
months before this suit was brought. There is no evi-
dence that the abandonment was in prophecy or dread of 
suit| and the illegal practices have not been resumed, 
nor is there any evidence of an intention to resume 
them, and certainly no "dangerous probability" of their 
resumption. • • «"84 

The fact that U, S. Steel had always maintained a 

"friendly attitude" toward its competitors probably had a 

great influence on the Court. Although Gaxy had angered the 

board many tines by failing to take advantage of the smaller 

steel mills, hie actions and attitude probably played an 

important role in U. S» Steel maintaining its siee while 

Standard Oil and the American Tobacco Company were broken up# 

u* s« St®*1 continued to lead the industry and promote 

p. 417. 
* & & & £ BS$SS 3- S M M & Steel Corp.. ci£,f 
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"friendly competition" until the beginning of the great de-

pression in 1929 

The Steel Industry and the Depression of 1929 

The steel industry did not escape the economic effects 

of the great crash in 1929. Production decreased from 63 

Million tone in 1929 to 26 million tone in 1933, while em-

ployment during the same period fell from 440,000 to 213,000 

men (four-fifths of whom were employed only part time). With 

plants operating at only 19,5 per cent capacity, price cute 

and other unfair "business practices toofe oyer from the former 

attitude of "friendly competition." 

Passage of the lationel Industrial Recovery Act of 1934 

did afford the steel industry some important economic tools* 

This act permitted the industry to write the code of fair 

competition subject to approval by the President, Under this 

arrangement prices could now be legally gat by the industry, 

free from anti-trust actions. Adams desoribe® steel*s reaction 

to the HIM as follows: 

snthusiatic were steel executives over this govern-
ment sanctioned price maintenance scheme that Charles 
1. Schwab, former President of the Bethlehem Steel Corpo-
ration, claimed that never before in his fifty year1® 
experience in the trade had he seen a year "when the 
business of the industry could be conducted on a common-
sense basis.' Little wonder can be expressed at this 
enthusiasm when it is considered that all price eon-
cessions under the N.H.A. had to be approved by the Code 
Authority lor the Steel Industry. This Code Authority 

8 $ A Ji 

Adams, oj>. jc£t«, pp. 146-147. 
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consisted of BOB® other than the Board of Directors ©f 
the American Iron and Steel Institute, the official 
trade association of the industry, in which the 9 largest 
companies exercised majority (52 per sent) control.86 

Steel Production in the United State® in 1937 amounted to 

52,750,000 tone, by 1940 it stood at 67,000,000 tons, in 1942 

it climbed to 36,000,000 tons, and by the end ©f World War XI 

in 1945 it had reached 89,600,000 tons'.^ [This period is 

discussed further in Chapters III and IF, ] 

86Ibid.. p. 153. 

87 'United States Tariff Commission, "Iron and Steel," far 
Changes in Industry* Report 1©, 15# Washington, 3), C.t 194TT" 
This report was prepared in response to requests from the 
Committee ©f Finance ©f the United States Senate and the 
C©SG®iittee on Ways Mid Means of the House of Representatives. 



CHAPTER III 

QOTEHKKEliT IHCSHTIVES OF 

POST WORLD WAR II 

Disposal of far float* 

The disposal of World War II steel planta by the War 

Assets Administration presented an opportunity for the 

government to Sfunlifi® steel production and distribution 

within industry in the United States, particularly In the 

West. An examination of the disposal of then© plants is 

necessary to understand the position of tha staal industry 

in tha years following tha war* 

5"ha reconversion of Ajcerican industry to peacetime needs, 

fro» the tremendous war machine into which it had developed 

during World War II, was a matter planned for in the Congress 

as early as 1944. The disposal of surplus property, which 

Included war plants, comprised a large portion of the task. 

In order that detailed plans might be available for the 

handling of this giant undertaking, Congress passed The 

Surplus Property Act of 1944 on October 3 of that year.1 

Among the nineteen objectives of the law set forth in 

section two of the Act designed to regulate the orderly disposal 

765 (1944K t l m
 457' •2' •§' •at •Saasa. Win, Part I, 

A6 
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of surplus property were the following! 

(a) to assure the most effective use of such property 
for war purposes and the cosaion defense j 
fb) to give lasiximum aid in the reest&blishiaent of a 
peacetime economy of free independent private enterprise, 
the development of the maximum of independent operator© 
in trade, industry, and agriculture, and to stimulate 
full employment 5 
(d) to discourage monopolistic practices and to strengthen 
and preserve the competitive position of small business 
concerns in an economy of free enterprise'! 
(h) to assure the sale of surplus property in such 
uantities end on such terms a© will discourage disposal 
to speculators or for speculative purposesj 
(1) to effect "broad and equitable distribution of surplus 
propertyf 
Tp) to foster the development of new independent enter-
prise! 
1%) to prevent insofar as possible unusual and excessive 
profits being made out of surplus property? 
ir) to dispose of surplus property as promptly as feasible 
without fostering monopoly or restraint of trade, or 
unduly disturbing the economy, or encouraging hoarding 
of such propertyj and to facilitate prompt redistribution 
of such property to consumers#2 

Section 5 (a) of the Surplus Property Act also provided 

for a Surplus Property Board as a part of the Office of War 

Mobilization, and its successor, to be comprised of three 

aeabers, appointed by the President with the advice and 

consent of the Senate#3 

During the war three types of facilities were constructed, 

and in order that these facilities might be described when 

the time came for bide to be invited for the disposal of war 

plants, they were listed as followst 

Class 1. Strictly war purpose facilities installed 
in private plants or built nearby, which are not readily 

2Ibld.. p. 766. 3Ibid.. p. 768. 
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adaptable to peacetime uses* . * 
Class 2. facilities installed in or near toy private 

plants design©a to supplement existing standard fa-
cilities. fhey are generally described as ttscrii®.bledM 

facilities and, unless it is economical to move them to 
some other location, the present operator will he the 
only logical party to acquire or operate thee® facilities 
after their present use© hare expired. 

Class 3. All newly huilt integrated plants (as 
example, Geneva) and those non-integrated plant® which 
are capable of independent operation#4 

The disposal of war plants connected with the steel 

industry had heen recognised as a problem by government long 

before the time came to invite bids for them# With the 

exception of those facilities constructed in the western 

states, most of the government owned auxiliary facilities 

were additions to existing plants, with agreements having 

been made by government and the company that the particular 

firm would have first chance to purchase the improvements. 

Government also reserved the right in most cases to lease as 

well as to ©ell the property,^ 

fhe government in disposing of the steel plants was 

bound to consider M. » .the prospect® of lower steel prices 

ae a result of the disposal,n and "the competitive position 

of the bidder in the market to be sold,* Also if objectives 

of the Surplus Property Act could better be met by lease than 
iff 

by sale, such was to be considered, 

4Senate Report 199* War Plants mgposal, 79th Congress, 
1st session, Part 1, (Washington, 1945}, p. 6. 

% . S. Tariff Coamiission, 0£. c i W p. 73. 

Ibid., p. 73. 
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A total of 2,58 "billion dollars was invested jointly "by 

government and the steel industry during World War II in 

steel plants and related facilities# Grov@rn»®nt ownership 

amounted to 1,31 "billion while Corporate funds amounted to 

1*27 "billion, a part of which was "borrowed from the govern-

ment* Senate Report Number 199 statedt 

Industry financing was aided substantially by cer-
tificates of necessity entitling the holders to increased 
income and excess-profit-tax deductions and renegotiation 
allowancea# which make possible accelerated amortisation 
of these facilities over a period of five years.7 

In 1945 the War Assets Administration was faced with the 

disposition of twenty-nine steel plants valued at more than 

$5,000,000 each* fhese plants were capable of independent 

operation and represented an investment of $770,000,000 or 

around 59 per cent of the total investment of government in 

the steel industry* fhere were also twenty plants which cost 

over $5,000,000 each, which were classified as type two, or 

"scrambled" with privately owned facilities, at a cost of 

1250,000,000 or 19 per cent of the total investment fey 

government in this area* Other miscellaneous facilities, 

valued at less then $5,000,000 each, some of which were type 

one, and type two or "scrambled,H made up the remaining 22 

per cent of the government #s investment*® 

7Senate Report 199, War Plants Slsposal. 79th Congress, 
1st session, Part 3, (Waslinllon, iPf) , p* 5 . 

8 s* Tariff Commission, 0£* oit.. p* 71. 
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Of the twenty-nine larger plants which could "be operated 

independently,, four were integrated or class three plants 

costing 1456,000,000; two semi-integrated electric-furnace 

plants, $15,000,000} six "blast furnace and coke plant®, 

111?,000,000| two iron ore-minea in Hew York State# 119#000, 

000} seven eteel forging-plant s 181,000,000, and seven steel 

casting plant®, $83»000,000.^ 

Pour of the twenty-nine plants of ©lasts three or integrated 

plants represented more than 50 per cent of the investments 

for class three plants* U. S# Steel operated the largest of 

these plants during wartime, a plant which was located at 

Geneva, Utah, and required an investment of 1202,000#000 

when built. Of the remaining three integrated plants, one 

192,000,000 plant located in Chicago was operated "by Republic 

Steel Company, a $37#000,000 plant by the American lolling 

Mill Company at Houston, Texas, and a $24,000,000 plant by 

U. S. Steel at Homestead, Peimî Lvahla."*'0 

fhe area distribution of the total cost of expansion of 

the "basic iron and steel industry was a® follows? Pittsburgh, 

30.6 per cent.f Chicago, 18.8 per ceatj Far Weetern, 17#8 per 

oentf lantern, 14.6 per cents Southern, 8,1 per cent; 

Cleveland, 5.4 per cent, and miscellaneous area®, 4,7 per 

cent 

9lb£fl.. p. 71. 10|Ma., p. 71. "aiiS*. p. 71. 
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While geographic distribution of total production does 

not appear t© be out of balance considering the location of 

the industry before the war., the western section of the 

United State® was most vitally affected capaoity-wise , even 

though the far-western area production rose from 2*? per cent 

of total steel Ingot capacity in 1940 to'5*1 per cent on 

January 1, 1945. Kaiser Steel Company of California and the 

Geneva plant in Utah, were built after 1940, and accounted 

for the wartime rise in steel production in the went*3*2 

Before considering the final disposition of the war plants 

and the effect ©n the production and distribution of steel, 

the western steel consumption before and immediately following 

the war should be esBiained# 

California consumed 70 per cent of the steel products in 

the eleven western states before World War II* While the 

overall increase of steel ingot capacity increased 16*8 per 

cent in the United States, the western states increased its 

capacity at the rate of 130 per cent. The new plant® had 

been built to produce steel plate© primarily for shipbuilding 

and heavy structural steel for other defense need®-., fhere 

was little or no capacity for light flat-rolled and tubular 

products.^ 

The two moat important plants constructed in the West 

were the Kaiser plant at Fontana^ California, an# the Geneva, 

1 2 m a . . p. 72. 

13S«nate Report 199, Part 3, 8k. cji., p. 23. 
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tJtah, pleat. While the Geneva plant was built entirely by 

the government at a cost of $202,000,000 and operated by the 

U. S, Steel 'Corporation during the warf the Montana plant was 

owned by the Kaiser Steel Company, having been primarily 

financed by the government. Although this plant was not 

involved in the disposal of war plants, its production capacity 

was important since its annual capacity for steel ingot® was 

150,000 tons, 300,000 ton® of plates, and 390,000 tons of 

structural shapes and bars, but the plant was not considered 
14 

"readily adaptable for light plates#" * 

The Geneva facility was the largest of the two principal 

western plants and was considered to be "readily convertable" 

for production of light plates and tubular products, fhe 

annual production capacity of the plant was 1,238,000 tons of 

steel ingots* TOO,000 ton® of plates, and 250,000 tons of 

structural shapes#***"* "What is done at Geneva may well be the 

pattern for what will be done with the other vast war plants 

built at government expense and owned by the people of the 
16 

United States through their government." 

fhe most important plant to be disposed of was the Geneva 

plant, the largest steel facility constructed by government 

during the war, a highly modem plant incorporating the 

latest technology when built, located in the western United 
S. Tariff Commission, oj>. clt«, p# 16. 

Xbid», p• 19. Senate Report 199, 3?t.# 1, on> cit», p• 2 , 
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States which before the war produced about 2 per cent of the 

nations steel, tat where, during the war, a rapidly expanding 

market had developed for steel, and which was expected to 

increase after th® war. The U. S. Steel Corporation, which 

operated the Genera plant during the war for the government, 

did not hold an option to purchase the facility which occupied 

such a dominant position in the west coast steel industry.* 

In all fairness,it aunt "be pointed out that there were some 

disadvantages to the plant, such as its location inland fro®, 

the California mar Ice t and the high western freight rates. 

Also there was the question of a considerable expenditure for 

conversion of the plant for peacetime operation which was 

estimated at between $25»000,000 and $75>000,000*^ 

Because of agreements made "between government and industry 

at the tiae steel plants were built or expanded, the dispo-

sition of such plants after the war had been predetermined 

in most oases* All facilities except two plants, on which 

there were no options, were purchased or leased by their 

wartime operators. With the lease of the plant at lew Port, 

Kentucky, to its wartime operator, the Andrews Steel Company# 
18 

only the Geneva plant remained. 

Bids were received from the following steel companies for 

the Geneva plant: (1) the Colorado fuel and Iron Company 

"^Adame, cit., p. 153 . 
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proposed to lease the plant for two dollars per ton royalty 

with an option to purchase the plant for 180,000,000; (2) 

the Riley Steel Company of Los Angeles 112,367»000 annually 

for eighteen years if the government would spend $28,000,000 

to equip the plant for production of sheet and tubular 

produetsf (3) the Assets Reconstruction Company of Lo© Angeles 

offered 138,750,000 for the plant with a promise to spend 

$73,000,000 for additions, and (4) the Pacific American Steel 

and Iron Corporation of Seattle hid 140,500,000 if the 

government would provide a 125,000,000 loan for expansion} 

and (5) the U. S, Steel Corporation "bid 147,500,000 million 

with an agreement to construct 18,6 million in sheet facilities 

and to "build a 125*000,000 cold reduction and tin Bill at 

Pittsburgh, California.1^ 

The United States Steel Corporation withdrew its hid on 

August 8, 1945, nbecause of the speculative venture and 

attacks by people within and without the government. fhe 

Surplus Property Administration notified Benjamin f» Fairless 

in late 1945 "that a bid by U. S. Steel would be welcomed**20 

^Adams and Gray, ,0£, cit., p, 124. 

tt v. Columbia Steel, 334 U. S. 495, (1948), The 
united States brought suit under the Sherman Act to prevent 
U» S, Steel from acquiring the asset® of the Consolidated 
Steel Corporation, the largest fabricator rolled-sheet and 
structural products on the West Coast* With control of 
Consolidated and the production of the Geneva plant, TF» S, 
Steel would be without competition on the West Coast, fhe 
court held that although some competition might be eliminated, 
there was no specific attempt to monopolize, and that the 
purchase reflected a normal business purpose. 
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On May 1, 1946, U. S, Steel re-submitted a bid identical to 
21 

the initial offer, which was accepted on May 23, 1946# 

The Surplus Property Administration in describing the bids 

for the G-eneva plant stated in a® agency memorandum that the 

United States Steel bid was the "most advantageous," and a 

part of the memorandum was quoted in the Supreme Court's 

opinion in U. S. x* Columbia SMtl &» follows: 

The other bids were found unacceptable for a number 
of reasonst either the bidder could offer no assurance of 
his financial responsibility or hie ability to operate 
the plant, or the price offered was too low, or the bidder 
requested the government to lend the bidder large sums of 
money for the erection of additional facilities or to 
erect such facilities at government expense.22 

Attorney General Clark, who was required to render an 

opinion by the Surplus Property Act of 1944 concerning the 

legality of the sale, stated that the acquisition of the 

Geneva plant would not be in violation of the Sherman Anti-

trust Act since U. S. Steel»a ingot capacity had dropped 

from 35.3 per cent in 1939 to 31.4 per cent in 1915, and that 

the ingot capacity would only be Increased to 32 per cent 

after the acquisition of the Geneva# He further stated that 

if only the Mountain and Pacific Coast States were considered 

the sale would increase U. S. Steel's capacity from 17*3 per 

cent to 39*7 per eentf however, 0# S. 'Steel maintained that 

it would have 51 per cent of the ingot capacity in the Pacific 

21Ibld.. p» 495. 

22Ibid.. p. 495. 



Coast area,23 Claris: is reported to hay© ignored the advice of 
24 

M s Anti-trust Division in rendering his opinion# 

The oligopoly structure of the steel industry was 

strengthened "by the disposal of war plants* The purchase 

of the Geneva plant by U. S, Steel further strengthened the 
25 

firm*a control over the market, especially in the West#' 

While there is no way to compute in dollar© and cent® the 

value of the service® rendered "by the government-owned or 

partially financed steel plants to America and her alii©© 

during World War II, the steel industry certainly benefited 

materially "by the arrangement. The exact amounts received 

for the steel plants ar© hidden among the totals received for 

all war plants, hut assuming that other plants were acquired 

for 25 per cent or lees of original cost, a® was the Seneva 

plant, and further considering the accelerated amortisation 

regulations which became effective in 1940 and which permitted 

the corporations to write off their part of the invtetment in 

five years, the giant Mid modern steel industry of the United 

States was financed "by the taxpayers to the extent of at 

least two billion dollars* 
23Ibid»» p* 495. 
24 
Adauis and Gray, cit,, p. 124. 

pi5 
jfcdams, £2. cit*. p. 153. 
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Accelerated Amortizations Post World War II 

The Congress of the United States ignored President 

fruman1® repeated requests between 1948 and 1950 for 

industrial expansion in order that defense needs might be 

met. Some members branded his suggestion of accelerated 

amortization for defense industries as "socialistic** but 

with the invasion of South Korea in 1950, the Congress quickly 

re-enacted the accelerated amortization provisions of World 
26 

War I and II so that a reluctant American industry would 

expand to meet the needs of the emergency* 

Although accelerated amortization was not used extensively 

during World far I, the estimated total amortization for all 

industry was 1650,000,000, with 38 per cent or approximately 

1247,000,000 going to the iron and steel industry. Ihe 

Couzens Committee during a Congressional investigation of the 

Internal Bevenue Service in 1926 reported "that more than half 

of the allowances had been improperly granted,M A special 

Congressional committee headed by Senator lye which investigated 

the munitions industry in 1935 was also highly critical of 

accelerated amortization during World War I* Both committees 

recommended that this method of expanding war production be 

discontinued•^ 

2 6 S . J* Statutes at large, LXIT, Part I, 939 (1950-51). 
27 
'Adams and Gray, 0£. cit,. p. 86. 
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Between 1940 and 1947 the government issued certificates 

of necessity aggregating $7,3 billionf of whioh $%7 billion 

was used for tax purposes* fhis amount appears small because 

the government supplied over 70 per cent of the capital for 

war plants. Steel's portion of the certificates has been 

estimated at $250,000,000. "The Brewster Committee of the 

Eightieth Congress—-hardly a group of Bmckrakers—-reviewed 

World far II experience with accelerated amortisation and 
28 

condemned it m "legalised profiteering#*1 

fbe purpose of rapid amortisation was to ease the tax 

burden of private industry in constructing emergency facilities 

necessary in the interest of national defense, but which 

might not be of value at the end of the emergency for peace-
2<3 

time production. Section 1201 of the 1 ©venue Act of 1950 
defined emergency facilities as follows: 

• As used in this section, the tern emergency 
facility means any facility, land9 building, machinery 
or equipment, or any part thereof, the construction, 
reconstruction, erection, installation, or acquistion 
of which was completed after December 31, 1949» and 
with respect to which a certificate under sub section 
(e) ha® been made* 30 

fhe difference between amortization and depreciation 

allowances were explained by the Assistant Secretary of the 

28iwa.. p. 86. 

n IS J|$# .lifSliMf before the Joint 
Coaanittee onsefens# Production, 82nd Congress, 1st session. 
(1951), p. 429. 

3°U. S. Statutes at large, jgg* cit.. p. 939. 
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Treasury to ft Congressional committee m followsi 

"A deduction for amortiRation differs and ie lzi 
lieu of not in addition to, gonial depreciation chargee 
for the portion of coat eligible for amortisation • The 
adjusted tax basis of fully amortised property is therafor® 
eero or the same as that of fully depreciated property# 

Amortisation differ® froia depreciation in that the 
total cost written off is unadjusted for residual values* 
Further land may aaortised under section 124A of the 
code, as in the case of 124j land of course, is not 
subject to depreciation for tax purpose** although de-
pletion xaay be tafcen on depletable property euch as 
mineral and oil property."31 

In six months tine from the beginning of the accelerated 

amortisation program in the fourth quarter of 1950, over nine 

thousand applications had accumulated* The government de-

clared a sixty day moratorium during which tine the applications 

were quickly processed* % 1954 the aaortiaation program had 

reached 130 billion of which about $20 billion was subjected 

to accelerated aaortisatlon« The manufacturing interests 

received approximately one half of the total amount, of which 

the steel Industry comprised about 20 per cent, thus steel's 

part in the program amounted to approximately 13 billion in 

accelerated amortisation during the Korea emergency*^2 

The estimated loss of revenue to the government due to 

the 1950 amortisation act was estimated at SI,500,000,000.^ 

3 1 M W £ & » i s s t i s f f i i m* £&&** P* 248. 
32, 

33i 

IP 
-^Adascs and Gray, clt«. p. 8?, 

Mimi Jteimilgi M&mMm* m* sM&t p* 432. 
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While some program is necessary in times of emergency to 

aid the munitions and other industries engaged in the manu-

facture of war goods for which there ie no demand in peacetime, 

it appear® that the amortization program was abused in all 

three instances, especially when it was utilized "by such 

industries as power companies, railroad®, and steel companies# 



CHAPTER IT 

35 EEL ERICES AND G0V2RHME8I 

Inflation in Post World War II 

The depression, which had been predicted "by many leading 

economists, did not materialize after World War 11$ however, 

a period of inflation began to develop after 1945# An attempt 

will now be made to determine what effect, if any, the rising 

prices of ateel in the postwar period had on this inflationary 

development• 

fhe year 1942 is generally accepted as the year when 

reflation was completed from the depression which began in 

19291 unemployment in that year had dropped below 2.6 million 

for the first time since 1929 and the wholesale price index 

had jfuet recovered Its pre-depression level.1 

There had been little difficulty with inflation during 

World War II because of governmental control of prices and 

production and distribution of scarce goods. It was at the 

end of the war, with controls virtually removed, that the in-

flationary period began. The great population, deprived of 

consumer goods during the war and with its savings from war 

employment, was eager to purchase automobiles, refrigerator®, 

61 
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and many other items which had not been manufactured during 

the war. Thus, with a scarcity of goods and abundance of 

savings by tooth civilians and those who had served in the 

armed services, with little opportunity to spend their money, 

the stage was set for a period of high production and spending, 

Steel prices by 19^2 had recovered from the depression 

and were in relatively the same position to long run costs 

as before the depression. The finished steel index in 19*+2 

showed a 7 per cent gain over 1926-1929 level, and the 

wholesale price index for the same period was up only 2 per 

cent, labor had barely recovered its pre-depression level 

by 19H-2 as had also the raw materials for steel making,2 

It is generally recognized that rta rise in steel prices 

automatically triggers markups in the steel-based commodities 

and also creates a psychological climate which affects prices 

in other Industries.*3 The extent to which steel influences 

the over-all price level has not been resolved. 

In a study made by Otto Eckstein and Gary Fromm in 1959 

for the Joint Economic Committee on steel and its relation 

to the postwar economy, it was concluded that steel price 

increases had a great effect on other industries and their 

prices. The report read in parti 

2Ibld.r pp. 70-71. 

3Albert Gore, "The Coming Steel Crisis and How to Deal 
With It,* mxmmI «VX (April, 1962), Ik. 
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The Impact of the increase of steel prices on other 
industrial prices is l a r g e . If s t e e l had behaved like 
other i n d u s t r i a l prices, the total wholesale price index 
would have risen by M) per c e n t less over t h e last deead® 
and l e s s by 52 per cent since 1953* Finished-goods prices 
would have risen less by 23 and 38 per cent, respectively. * 

G a r d i n e r C« Means, a well known economist and authority 

on admin i s t e r* J p r i c e s , testified before the Joint Economic 

Committee that "steel was the primary source of the rise in 

the wholesale price i n d e x after 1953#* He further stated 

that steel prices * . . . s t i m u l a t e d the p r i c e r i s e i n t h e 

steel-using industries p a r t l y by t h e direct increase and 

pa r t l y by example. 

A study published by the American Enterpr ise I n s t i t u t e 

i n November of 1963 charged tha t the wholesale index? "which 

includes pr ices of goods a t various s t a t e s of production, 

tended to d i s t o r t steel's responsibility for upward p r i c e 

movements."6 The r epo r t f u r t h e r s ta ted tha t when a p r i ce r i s e 

began a t an ear ly stage of manufacturing multiple counting 

of the o r i g i n a l r i s e r e s u l t e d . The study concluded tha t i n 

view of the f a c t tha t s t e e l i s a primary indus t ry , *. • . the 

**Otto Eckstein and Gary Prorma, "Steel and the Postwar 
I n f l a t i o n , * BgpJMBBlS C.MiUflfty Study paper no. 2, 1959* 

1962 

6Richard £.« Worsnop, •Fortunes of S tee l Industry" i n 
Bf tgamh M m s M $ II(Washington, 1962), 9>+7. 
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wholesale price Index tends to exaggerate its contribution 
7 

[to inflation] accordingly." 

In a letter to Soger Blough, Chairman of the Board, United 

States Steel Corporation, dated iSeptember 6, 1961* John F* 

Kennedy, President of the United States wrotei 

In the years preceding 1958, sharply rising steel 
prices and steel wages provided much of the impetus to a 
damaging inflation in the American economy. From the 
beginning of 1947 to the end of 1958, while industrial 
prices a© a whole were rising 39 per cent, steel mill 
product prices rose 120 per cent.© 

"Between February 1946 and July 1958 there were no fewer 

than twelve steel price increases! they aggregated almost 164 

a ton.M^ Most of the evidence seems to support the government's 

contention that steel price raises have contributed materially 

to the inflationary trend between 1945 and 1958; however, the 

steel industry maintained that the price raise® were justified. 

Reason® and causes for price raises will be dealt with in 

Chapter ?• An examination of the methods employed by the 

industry to control prices is now necessary# 

The Basing Point System 

She basing-point price system used throughout the steel 
i 

industry since 1907 has played an important role in main-

taining price stability and eliminating competition. Although 

this thesis is concerned primarily with the steel industry 

in the poet World War II period, in order to understand a 

^Ibid.. p. 947. ®See Appendix 3). %orsnop, on. cit., p. 946. 

} 
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pricing system which came into question after 1946, some 

knowledge of an earlier technique known as Pittsburgh plus 

is necessary. The industry Pittsburgh plus system was not 

mentioned by the court in the dissolution suit against tj, S. 

Steel, which was discussed in an earlier port of this study. 

The Pittsburgh plus system originated in the steel industry 

in the early 1890*s and was devised to counteract cutthroat 

competition. Under the arrangement the same base price for 

steel was established at each mill to which was added the 

freight charge from Pittsburgh to the point of delivery, re-

gardless of where the steel was produced-. These artifical 

freight charges later became known as "phantom freight 

charges." 

She phantom freight charges formed the primary basis for 

complaints by Midwest steel customer© against the Pittsburgh 

plus system* They objected to paying the phantom freight 

from Pittsburgh on products purchased in the Chicago area; 

This false rate concept, they charged, presented growth of 

industries outside the Pittsburgh area, and kept new steel 

industries from being built in the areas of demand.10 

As a result of numerous complaints from steel consumers 

in the Chicago area after World War I, the Federal Trade 

Commission, after investigation and' hearings, ruled in 1924 

that the Pittsburgh plus pricing system was illegal. The 

Hearings, cit., Part 27, p. 14325. 
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Coumission alleged that the United Stftt6s St®8l Corpor&tion 

and others® 

Adopted as a basis for price fixing activities and 
for the purpose of arriving at any given paint, a plan 
or system of selling their products universally at de-
livered prices and subject to their routing and making 
the "basis of such price© for their rolled steel products, 
in the case of mills located at points other than 
Pittsburgh, the price of such a product at Pittsburgh 
plus an ©mount equivalent to what the freight on the 
product would be if actually shipped from Pittsburgh to 
the customers destination#11 

®he Commission further stated that among other thing® 

the Pittsburgh plus system resulted in eliminating competition 

between mills, brought discrimination between customers 

purchasing at Pittsburgh and other locations, and eliminated 

natural territories for existing and future mills. $he Com-

mission further ruled that the system Hconstituted dis-

crimination in price violation and unfair competition." A 

cease and desist order was issued by the Federal Trade Co®-. 

mission prohibiting the use of a base price ether than the 
1 7. 

place from which the steel was actually shipped. 

There is some doubt a® to whether the industry ever 

discontinued the Pittsburgh plus system. Walter B. Wooden, 

Assistant Chief Counsel of the Federal Srade Ooiaisalon 

testified before the Temporary National Economic Committee 

during hearings in Washington, IU C. on January 27, 1940, 

that the U. S. Steel Corporation In challenging the ruling 
11 

Federal 5rade Commission Decisions* ?ol. Till, (1924), p. 1, 

12Ibid., pp. 1-2. 
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of the Pittsburgh plus system In 1938 by the Federal Trade 

Commission in an appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals 

stated "that the order had never been coinplied with anyway*" 

Wooden then remarked that such a statement indicated that the 

P.T.C, order had been disregarded entirely by the industry."^ 

A new plan using multiple basing point® throughout the 

United States was substituted for the Pittsburgh plus system 

in 1924 following th# ruling of the federal Trade Commission. 

For any delivery point there was a governing base* The 

smallest base price pitas freight to the delivery point wa@ 

the standard delivered price# Wooden further stated, Bthe 

American Iron and Steel Institute in a published statement 

made in March 1935 stated that the multiple basing-point 

system was the swm in principle as the pricing system used 

by the industry for the past forty years# 

A report prepared by the United States Tariff Commission 

in 1945 stated in parti 

The basing-point system has existed for more than 
50 years and has gradually been extended and applied to 
more and more products, until it now ©over® virtually all 
iron and steel, except iron ore (the bull: of which Is 
quoted on a lake Erie baae price5, carbon-steel re-rolling 
ingots, and rails (quoted mill). Until 1924 
Pittsburgh was the only basing point# In that year, as 
a result of an order of the Federal irade Commission, 
additional basing point® were established for various 
products. Since then the number of basing points has 
been further increased, the latest steps in that dl< 
reotion having been ta&en in the latter part of 194 5. 15 

1 3 t k e c Hearings, Part 27, o^. oit.. p. 14315. 
14Ibid«» p. 14315 . 

15u* s» tariff Commission, eg. cit., p# 10. 
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The multiple basing-point system was ruled Illegal "by 

the Supreme Court in a ease decided on April 26, 19461 federal 

Trade Cogimlsslon r* Cement Institute5* The Court held that the 

industry was in violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade 

Commission Act "by acting in concert to restrain competition 

in the sale said distribution of cement by employing multiple 

basin@*point deliirered price system,w and also the practice 

violated the Clayton Act as amended by the Eobinson-Patman 

Act as a conspiracy in restraint of trade#^ 

Although the basing-point system probably resulted in 

waste by cross hauling in the steel industry, it appears to 

have been effective in achieving price uniformity, Dimook 

wrote, "like price leadership, the basing-point ayatem was 

popular and constituted" a most effective method ©f price 

control."^ 

Even after the Supreme Court decision, the multiple basing** 

point price system continued, according to Wor@nop: 

. 3? he eteel industry abandoned the system, but in 
effect replaced it with an arrangement by which every 
mill acted as ita own basing point, • "Delivered prices 
tended to be identical, as before,•with TJ. S. Steel 
continuing in it® role a® price leader for the iudufe»try,̂ 3 

683 ( l l l f ^ Commission v. Cement Inatltute, 333 U, Sf>» 

17 

{lew T^®hi96i)* p^m99k* ̂ SiMSS M i imSBTOl* 4-th edition, 

rorsnop, jcit,, p. 945# 
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The Changing Attitude of (rovemiaent 

and Steel: Boat World War II 

There was a distinct change In the role of government 

immediately following World War II in its relationship to 

the economy. Many citizens of the United States now looked 

to the national government to prevent depressions and panics; 

they were no longer willing to accept these disasters as a 

normal course of life» for the first time the national govern-

ment clearly acknowledged % j „a general responsibility for 
1Q 

Maintaining a stable and prosperous economy'1 Jby passage of 

the Employment Act of 1946. 

A pertinent part of the Employment Act of 1946 read® as 

follOWSS 
1021 Declaration of Policy 

The Congress declares that it is the continuing 
policy end responsibility of the Federal Government to 
use all practicable mean® consistent with its needs and 
obligations and other essential considerations of national 
policy, with the assistance and cooperation of industry, 
agriculture, labor, and state and local governments, to 
coordinate and utilize all its plane, functions, and 
resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining, 
in a manner calculated to foster and promote free com-
petitive enterprise and the general welfare, conditions 
under which there will be afforded useful employment 
opportunties, including self-employment, for those able, 
willing, and seeking work, and to promote maximum em-
ployment , production, and purchasing power#20 

19 
^Clinton Eossiter, The American Presidency. (Hew York, 

I960), p. 37. 
20United States Code. Titles 12-15» (Washington, 1958). 

p. 26597 
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Th& changing attitude of the steel industry after World 

War II can "beat "be described by examining some ©f the remarks 

made by officials of the United States Steel Corporation 

during early 1950. Irving S, Olds, Chatetasii of th® Board of 

Director® ©f United State© Steel Corporation wrote the 

following in th© foreword of Baaineasvv# lig and 

Built Americat 

The future of the United State© ueese threatened "by 
the ideological concept® of a few theorists and ambitious 
politicians who contend that certain American industrial 
companies are too big and should be broken up into pieces* 
United States Steel is a favorite whipping boy in this 
attack, quite regardless of its great contributions to 
the welfare of this nation over the past half century* 
United States Steel has been a bulwark of strength to 
the American people both in days of peace and war', 21 

Benjamin F# fairless, president of the U> s« Steel Corpo-

ration! made an equally blistering attack on government 

during his testimony before a congressional committee in 

April of 1950s* He charged that BOBS® member® of government 

were theorists who wished to go back to the "Horseless Buggy" 

days and were the most dangerous of "Heaotionaries" in the 

twentieth century# In further testimony concerning govern-

ment officials he stated* 

And still others would treat a large segment of 
American business as a public utility regardless of 
whether or not the attribute® of a public utility are 
present# fhey would subject such companies to regulation 
by governmental 'bureaus, even though these bureaus know 
nothing at all about running the business, and would bear 

s. Steel Corporation, op« cit., p, 3. 
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no direct responsibility whatever to the customers, the 
workers, and the investors in these enterprises.22 

Although not a part of this theale, it is worth mentioning 

that the seisure of the steel industry by President Truman in 

1952 caused a further breach in relations "between the industry 

and government.2^ After this event, however, the industry 

produced for the Korean emergency, 

The change of administrations in 1961 was viewed by 

busings® with some concern# It was no secret that business 

In general gave most of it® support to J?i®mf also the new 

administration could not escapt the traditional attitude of 

hostility toward business. The lew Frontier guest register 

at the White House was filled with names of poets, artist® 

and Kobe! Prize winner®, rather than by the naiaes of corpo-

ration presidents and men of high position in the business 

world. "Certainly things were different after 1961* 

22 
IMS** PP* 7-8, This testimony was before the Subcommittee 

on the Study of Monopoly Power of the S0use Committee on the 
Judiciary, Slat Congress, 2nd session, on March 27, 1926, and 
Is quoted from Business.,.B1& and Small...Built 

. _ 343_U. S. (1952)* In the court case of Tounjsrstown Sheet 
i|M j&Mjam X* Mmm the Supreme Court riSedthat tlie^ 
President a seiiure of the steel industry was unconstitutional 
under his power ae Comander in Chief of the Ar»d force®. 
The President directed Secretary of Commerce Sawyer In 1951 
to take oyer and operate the industry because m Impending 
labor strike would is®air defense effort's. 

24 
York, 1963),Mp?Q%Cl1* ^ ^ P r e s i d e n c y — ( * • * 
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As a further indication of its unwillingness to cooperate 

with government, the steel industry under the leadership of 

Roger Slough, Chairman of the Board of U. S. Steel, played 

an important role in separating the Business Advisory Council 

frost its association with the Commerce Department5, f he 

Council, comprised mainly of official® from big "business, 

"began meeting twiee a year with the Commerce Department in 

the early 1920*0 with the purpose of exchanging ideas between 

business and government, In July of 1961 the council of sixty 

or acre members from the highest places in business declared 

its independence in a letter written by Soger Slough to the 

President*^ 

In a recent publication by the American Iron and Steel 

Institute the following roles of government are suggested: 

preservation of the free competitive enterprise system with 

recognition by government that business aust be free to make 

its own decision®, prevention of inflation by a sound money 

system, and adequate depreciation allowances for business in 

the income tax law#* 

the Iron and Steel Institute further stated that "the 

part that government can constructively play in promoting the 

growth process is strictly limited, but the part it can play 

in preventing growth is virtually unlimited."27 

25.Ibid», pp. 50-51 . 
26 

American Iron and Steel Institute, cit.. p.. 31. 

' t P* 31 
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fh@ attitude of steel and goTtrriment toward each other 

has changed over the years, hut more particularly since the 

end of WorM War II. 



CHASTER ? 

THE SHOWDOWN BHEWHI STEEL 

AND GOVERNMENT 

The Prof it Squeeze 

Declining profit© in the steel industry since 1955 have 

caused a great deal of ©oncers t© the industry and to those 

government officials and other® interested in the econoioy. 

The term "profit squeeze" has come to "be used in recent times 

to describe this unpleasant situation "by both the industry 

and others-; 

The American Iron ana Steel Institute, official spokesman 

of the steel industry, contents that there ere two aa^or 

causes for the profit squeeze in the steel industry, .high 

government spending resulting in high taxes and increasing 

employment costs.While local end state taxes are ac-

knowledged by the industry, the major tax complaint is leveled 

against the federal tax structure, particularly the 52 per 

cent corporate tax on earnings above 125,000, 

The question of high government upending ha® no doubt 

been a contributing factor to tax increases in the industry, 

but so far as this study is concerned no attempt will be made 

to analyse this particular problem. 

1 
American Iron and Steel Institute, clt.. p. 26. 

7A 
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Before examining taxes and employment coats, a few obser-

vations are necessary in order to understand the general trend 

of profits in the industry since 1946<# Steel profits are 

computed "by the industry on a percentage of sales basis, which 

the industry believes to he the More realistic method. 

Industry profit® were at their lowest during the post-

World War II period in 1945 when they were 3 per cent of sales. 

[It must he remembered that government price controls prevailed 

during the most of 1945*3 P̂rofits during 1950 advanced to 8 

per cent, declined to 5 per cent by 1952, returned to 7,8 per 

cent by 1955, and then declined gradually to 5*7 per cent by 

I960, lor more detailed information on profits see Appendix p 
D. 

Turning now to the question of taxation, it should be 

noted that the rate of federal corporation income taxes on 

earnings above $25,000 was 38 per cent from 1946 through 1949§ 

the rate advanced to 42 per cent for the year 1950; to 50.75 

per cent for 1951, and was then increased to its present rate 

of 52 per cent during 1 9 5 2 . ^ 

During the post World War II period federal taxes paid by 

steel reached a record high of $1,689,000,000 in 1951. Be-

ginning in 1946 federal taxes were #32 Million; 1947, $91 

millionj 1948, $109 million; 1949, #3.26 million;4 1950, $800 

2 *Ib|d., p. 24. 3Ibid.. p.. 73,. 

S. Steel Corporation, og. oit.. p. 134. 
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million; 1952, 1739 3.953, $1,271,000,000f 1954, $714 

million| 1955-1957 inclusive, 11,300,000,000} 1958, 1804 

million? 1959, $1 billion* 1961, 1935 million* and in 1961, 

$803 Billion.^ 

fhe state, local and miscellaneous taxes of the industry 

were 137 million in 1946, advanced gradually to 1130 million 
6 

in 1950, anfl then climbed to 1267 million in 1961# 

Profits of the industry in the post World War II period 

were 188.6 million in 1946 and advanced gradually to #165 

million in 1949.7 i'rom 1950 through 1954# profits averaged 

1800 million per year, increased to 11,300,000,000 daring 

the years of 1955 through 1957, dropped to 1866 million in 

1958, increased to 11,024,000,000 for 1959, f»H to 1945 

million in I960, end then further declined to $786 million 

in 1961.® 

from an examination of the above information it is apparent 

that steel profit® and federal tagfts declined during the past 

eleven years while state end local taxes almost doubled during 

this same period. 

5HSSl I Iflf |2fM* iMffltff |§§ fMglffi 
Hearings before the Joint Economic Committee,, ttfith Congress, 
1st session, (19635» p. 287 . 

g 

American Iron and Steel Institute, erg, cit.. p. 27. 

% . S. Steel Corporation, og. cit.* p. 134. 
Steel Prices. Unit Coats. Profits and foreign Competition. 

MMM&* M,I* # p» 320. 
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The question of increased labor costs in steel production 

after World War II poses a difficult problem to analyse. 

There is a difference of opinion between the industry and 

government as to which period of time should "be used to compute 

increased wage rates of hourly employees as well as the method 

used to measure their productivity, 

She industry prefers to use the period 1940 t© I960 

rather than 1947 to I960 in compiling labor cost®, further 

information on this matter is contained in an exchange of 

letters between Resident John F. Kennedy and loger Blough, 

Chairman of the Board of Birectors of U. S:. Steel in 1963i» 

[See Appendix 3). 3 

According to American Iron and Steel Institute, empl03®®Ht 

cost for hourly workers in the industry increased from 91 

cents per hour in 1940 to $3*99 In 1961, or an increase of 

341 per c e n t . ^ An example of recent labor costs is cited by 

the industry in a statement that #13 #4 billion was received 

for its products in 1961 and that $5.4 billion of this amount, 
10 

or 41 per cent, was paid in direct employment costs. 

Productivity of hourly employees, according to the industry, 

has not risen as rapidly as employment costs. 3?he industry 

further contends that: 

^American Iron and Steel Institute, op', cit.. p. 36. 

1Qrbid.. p. 32. 
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Steel shipments per men-hour worked in 1961 were 
only 39 per cent higher than the 1940 level4# Sine® 1940 
increases in hourly employment costs have exceeded 
increases in output per man-hour worked, thus forcing 
cost—covering- price increases to the competitive detriment 
of the steel industry and its employeee.il 

labor Department Bulletin S-l of October 1959 presents 

a different picture of wage increases! 

The increase in average prices of steel products since 
1940 has exceeded the rise in employment cost per ton of 
steel produced, This is true whether employment co@t 
for wage employees alone is considered, or whether ©Em-
ployment cost of all employee© i® taken into account* 

Basic steel prices rose "by 178 percent from 1940 to 
fiscal year 1959. Employment coet per unit of output 
(including both wage payments and fringe benefits) for 
wage employees increased by 131 percent during the same 
period. Employment cost per unit of output for **-31. em-
ployee® generally conformed with the movement of steel 
prices from 1940 to 1954, thereafter rose more slowly 
than steel prices until 1958?. Boring the recession year 
1958, reflecting the decline in level of operations, 
this employment cost forged ahead of steel prices, but 
it dropped again in 1959 with the rise in level of 
production. The overall increase in employment coet per 
unit of product for all employees from 1940 to fiscal 
year 1959 was 153 percent*. 

Employment cost per man-hour* in contrast to employment 
coat per unit of output, has risen faster sine® 1940 than 
have basic steel priced. The difference between these 
two measures of employment cost represents the effect of 
continued reductions in the number of man-hours needed to 
produce a ton of steel. The increases in employment cost 
per man-hour between 1940 and fiscal 1959 were about 

!bLnSo'per̂ !Sloyees'0113 for 

Bernard 3>. Hos&iter wrote the following in 1962 concerning 

a remark made by Roger Slough that hourly wage increases had 

nl&M> t P- 43 . 
112 

. _ . C n i t e d states Department of labor Bulletin S»l# ££, eit.» 
J? * » w*»ww 
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eaten steel profits5 

He likes to talk about the increased coats per hour 
of production. But steel mills produce tons of steel, 
not man-hours, and the relevant cost figure is cost per 
tons;. Thanks to rising productivity of both labor and 
machines, these costs have been essentially stable for 
three year© and wiH now probably declined 13 

The profit squeeae "began to appear from another direction 

to the early part of 1958« An examination of the export and 

import records indicate that 1957 was a record, year for the 

American industry, with steel exports during that year 

reaching 5.3 million tons while imports of steel amounted to 

only 1.1 million tons> % 1959 exports had dropped to 1.7 

million tons and imports advanced to 4.4 million tonsr. The 

industry in 1957 operating at 84.5 per cent produced 112?; 7 

million ingots tons, but dropped to 9J*4 million tons in 1959 

while operating at 63.3 per cent capacity. During 1962 

production amounted to 98 million tons with 61.3 per cent of 

capacity utilized.^ 

One of the principal causes for the shift in the import-

export position of the industry was the coming of age of the 

modern European and Japanese steel industries, which were 

practically built from the ground up after 1945, following 

3 1 1 4 t h e M i i o 

S J M S S f i !£3Sm m 2 s m e £ G°Erpe t l t lop f 
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their almost ooraplete destruction during World far II. The 

new industries incorporated the latest known technology into 

their plants? also hourly wage rates were considerably lower 

than those in the American industry, placing the European and 

Japanese industries in a more favorable competitive position 

in the world market. As the demands for steel in war-torn 

Europe and Asia began to he met, the industries began to 

develop their foreign trade'. 

The seriousness of foreign competition was not realised 

until after 1957 when exports and imports ohanged so drasti-

cally. Between 1950 and 1952 foreign produotion rocketed 

from 110 million tons to 295 million tons while American 

production advanced from 97 to 100 million tons during the 
1R 

same period. 

McDonnell wrote to 1962 concerning the European steel 

industry? 

fhe countries of the Common Market had in their fast-* 
paced recovery developed a steel industry that gave much 
of the American steel industry a backward appearance. 
fh® oxygen process was developed in Austria sad its 
adoption was laggard, in the United State©'. In fact, there 
were charges that the American Steel industry as a whole 
lacked technological ingenuity; It had not adopted a 
radically new and different type of rolling sdil which 
was used in Europe. It had not devoted resources to 
research and develop 
in the I9601 
got around to 
laboratory. I he explanations which were offered to the 
Kefauver Committee were that the American steel industry 
lacked initiative, that its executives were unskilled in 

15Worsnop, j2£. clt.. p. 938. 
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technology and too interested in sales and advertising 
at the expense of improvement in knowledge, and that the 
seal® of Amerlean industry was so colossal that it could 
not escape extreme technological conservatism. The 
charge bore most heavily on United States St©el, for the 
criticisms could scarcely he made against some of the 
smaller firms such as Inland and Mc Louth St eel. 16 

The administration of 'John F. Kennedy was active in 1961 

and early 1962 in an effort to hold down 'steel prices and 

increased labor demands1, The President wrote the heads of 

twelve major steel companies in May 1961, urging price sta-

bility, while Secretary of labor, Arthur Goldberg worked with 

both labor and Industry in an effort to obtain non^inf lationary 

labor contracts-. The major steel corporations and labor 

signed what was considered by many to be non-inflationary 

contracts on April 8, 1962s. On the afternoon of April 10, 

1962, Roger Blough, Chairman of the Board of Directors of 

U. S. Steel, boarded a plane for Washington, B. C., to see 

the President. 

The Challenge 

April 10, 1962 was a quiet and peaceful afternoon at the 

White House*. P̂resident Kennedy considered doing some reading 

and possibly taking a nap, but first he decided to check with 

his Secretary, Evelyn Lincoln, who informed the President 

that Roger Blough, Chairman of the board of United States 

^cConnell, cit.. p. 29. 

1 ?lM I2Z& Siitl• ̂ pril 23, 1962 . 
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St Ml, wished to see him around five o'clock in th® afternoon. 

The President further e he eked with hi® appointment Secretary, 

Peter 0* Donne 11, and learned that Soger Hough was at that 

time enroute by plan# from Mew York* He would arrive at the 

Whit® House at 5t00 P. Iff.18 

Appointments with the President of the United Stat®© are 

usually difficult to arrange, especially on short notice; 

however, such was not the case when Soger Hough made his 

historic visit on April 10, 1962s# In this connection Grant 

JfcGonnell wrote in 1962 that % . .affeer Gary and Roosevelt 

became friends, in th® years that followed* it was always 

expected that the head of United States Steel should have 

ready access to the toad of the United States. Roger Blough 

still stands in that tradition. 

Soger Blough entered th® President' s office and remarked, 

"perhaps the easiest way 1 can explain why 1 em here is to 

give you this and let you read it-.*20 He then handed the 

President a four-page mimeographed press release "by Leslie 

B, Worthington, President of U. B. Steel, which Blough stated 

had already "been given to the pres@;, She statement announced 

a general 16 per ton price increase of eteel "by the corpo-

rations It ©aid in part that such a raise was necessary 

^ M d , » p. 1. 
1%fcCoimell, jgp. oit.. p. 20. 
2 C W "STork Times, jgg. cit.. p. 25. 
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because of declining profits sine# the last price reds® in 

1958, The statement further emphasised that "the catehr-up 

adju®tffient announced today is substantially less than the 

cost increases which have already occured sine® 1958.1121 

$h® President appeared shocked after reading the an-

nouncements ht called Secretary of Labor Goldberg into his 

office and handed him a copy of the news release* fhe 

•̂ resident informed Goldberg that the announcement had been 

distributed to the press# At this tise Blough told the 

President that he considered it his personal duty to inform 

him in person of the price raise* Goldberg remarked to 

Blough that "it wa® hardly a courtesy to announce a decision 

and confront the President with an accomplished fact**22 

The Resident apparently kept his teaper during the entire 

thirty minutes Blough spent in hi® office, and it was not 

until after Blough departed that the President made hig now 

famous remark, "My father always told me that all business 

Ben were sons—of—bitchee but I never believed it till now, 

But Goldberg was leas than cordial in his relation© with 

Hough* He told the Chairman of U. S. Steel among other 

things* 

$hat the price increase would Jeopardize the Govern-
a#at a tirtire feQonomlc paliey* It w®ul$ 
responsible collective bargaining. Finally he said the 
decision could be viewed as a double cross of the 

21 
.» p. 25. 22,lMi«» p. 25. 23Ibid.. p» 25 . 
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President "because the company had given no hint of it a 
intentions to raise prices while the Ad&inistration was 
•urging th« United Steel Werner® of America t© moderate 
its wage demandB.24 

Although there was never an agreement bet?men the steel 

companies and government concerning steel raises during wage 

negotiations of late 1961 and early 1962, government expected 

that steel prices would not "be raised provided that an ac-

ceptable labor agreement was reached*2** fhe price raise by 

U. S, Steel and the manner in which it wae announced was 

viewed by the Administration and ©there a® a challenge t© 

the Office of the President* There were really only two 

courses of action to be taken in this matter by the Resident* 

He could agree with Soger Blough that a steel raise was 

necessary or he could take action t© prevent the price advances* 

He chose the latter with little hope of success* Grant 

McDonnell wrote concerning the President*a powers to deal 

with the matter, "Resident Kennedy and his associates in the 

White H0use had no precise tools to use on their problem**
2^ 

While there may have been a shortage of "precise tools* 

the plan which was later developed by the administration to 

roll back the price of steel demonstrated that the industry 

had "no precise tools'* to cope with the action of the govern-

ment* Herein was the great danger of the eteel crisis of 

24IM#»> p. 25 . 
25 
"•Conp-eBBlonxl Quarterly Weekly Report. April 20, 1962, 

P• 05i. 
2%cConnell# j$* p. 39. 
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1962—big business and big government poised for a showdown; 

Probably never in the history of the United Stat®# ha® the 

Office ©f the President waged a more concentrated attack than 

the on# which was carried out against U. S!. Steel during the 

steel crisis* * he full story may never be known, bat a® long 

as men study the role of government and business this event 

will be a prii® subject for discussion* 

After the departure of Hoger Blough, the President decided 

that Secretary Goldberg and Walter Heller, Chairman of the 

Council of Economic Advisers, should work together in the 

development of a plan. While the President was busy that 

evening with a White House reception for member© of Congress, 

during which he recalled that it was Just exactly one year ago 

at a like reception when he received the news of the Cuban 

disaster, lights burned brightly in the ̂ Departments of Defense, 

Justice, freasury and labor* Otherwise the Capitol appeared 

to be normal during the first night* 

Early on the second day the President consulted with the 

Secretary of the Treasury concerning tax cuts which would 

encourage investment, but the idea was dropped for the time 

being. A general plan, however, had been developed by mid-

morning by Goldberg and Heller—isolate XT. S. Steel from the 

remaining steel eo»panie®, If other companies refused to 

raise prices, then TJ. S. Steel would be forced to rescind its 

price increases. However, bad news came for the Administration 
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Jmst before the President was to make his afternoon television 

appearance. Bethlehem, Republic, Jon®© Laughlin, and 

Youngetown and Wheeling had announced identical price raises 

to those of IT. 8. St tel. f he President was discouraged by 

the news and- again had little hop® that the plan would 

succeed, Baring hie speech he said: 

fhe simultaneous and identical &c11on©.v.oonstitute 
a wholly unjustifiable and irresponsible defiance of the 
public interest. 

• . -the American people will find it hard, a® I do, 
to accept a situation in which a tiny handful of steel 
executives, whose pursuit of private power and profit 
exceeds their sens® of public responsibility, can show 
such uttet contempt for th© interest of 185 million 
Americans*27 

A spark of bright news cam to the President after hi® 

television appearance that Inland, Kaiser, and Colorado fuel 

and Iron steel companies were studying the situation# Inland 

was considered the most likely to cooperate with government. 

This company was modem, highly efficient, and because of its 

location in the Chicago area it was a direct competitor of 

0. S. Steel and could bring the most pressure, price wise, 

on the corporation. Also, Clarence B. Randall, former 

chairman of the Board, of Inland had served as an advisor to 

both the lisenhower and Kennedy Administrations. Also, there 

seemed to be a tradition of public service in this company. 

Several calls were made by Heller and Members of the Ad-

ministrate ion during the second day to Inland and other costpanies 

which had not raised prices.2® The most important event of the 

-Sszk. tifilfi# jop. j&t., p. 25* ^Ibid.. p. 25* 
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third day was a televised press conference held "by Roger 

Hough la New York during which he stated that the price 

raise was necessary to improve profits eo that stockholders 

could be paid, and machinery kept on a productive level. Be 

further stated that t 

When the President of the Halted State® speaks as he 
did yesterday regarding our corporation and it® cost-
price problems, l*m sure a response is indicated and 
desirable. 

Let Me say respectfully that we have no wish to add 
to acrimony or to mlsunderstanding. We do not question 
the sincerity of anyone who disagrees with the action 
we have taken# leither do we "believe that anyone ean 
properly assume that we are less deeply concerned with 
the welfare, the strength and the vitality of this 
nation than are those who have criticised otir action-. 

As employees and stockholders, we, along with 
thousands of other employees and stockholders-both union 
and non-union-must discharge faithfully our responsi-
bilities to United State© Steel. But a® citizen© w® 
must also discharge fully our responsibilities to the 
nation. $ he action we have taken is designed to meet 
both those responsibilities^ 

On the morning of the fourth day, lees than seventy-two 

hours from the time Soger Blough called on the President, 

Inland Steel announced that because of the national interest 

it would not raise price®, although the company contended 

that profits were not adequate# After the announcement by 

Inland, the Defense Department began to shift defense contract© 

to steel concerns which had not raised prices. Shortly there-

after Bethlehem rescinded its price raise, and U>. S. Steel 

said the other companies which had raised prices followed suit, 

fhe Administration appeared to have won its battle?. 

29Ibid.. p. 25 . 
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Government Yields? fax Belief Provided 

la July of 1962 the first step was taken by government to 

ease the depreciation allowances for industry# U. S. Treasury 

Department Internal levenue Service Publication No, 456 (6-62), 

Depreciation Guidelines and Rulea. tos issued on July 12# 1962 

and became effective upon receipt* Part I, Group three# 

Paragraph 6 ©f the Bevenue Procedure 62-21# as this publication 

is generally known, reduced the tax life of fabricated metal 

wording machinery to 12 years, f his include® equipment for 

the manufacture of cans, tinware, metal structural products 

and a variety of metal and wire products*-*0 Paragraph 19 

reduces the tax life of machinery used in primary metals, 

which include sheltering and alloying of nonferrous metals to 

18 years#^ 

Section 2, Part II of Bevenue Procedure 62-21 prescribes 

that machinery may hare a longer or shorter life than pro-

vided for in the above paragraph, fhe tax life of machinery 

will depend upon the method of depreciation formerly used 

and upon whether the machinery, because of it® efficiency, 

actually requiree replacement prior t© the normal depreciation 

schedule. As provided for in the previous guideline®, known 

an Schedule f, a great deal of elasticity is permitted agents 

•*%» S« treasury Department Internal Revenue Service, 
Depreciation "Guidelines and Rules#* September, 1962, p. 16. 

%bid*. p. 17. 
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of the Internal levenue Service in determining the proper 

depreciation schedule * 

A comparison "between the machinery depreciation schedules 

of the new regulation® and the old Schedule IF reveals the 

following: (1) Metal smeltering equipment is reduced from 25 

to 18 years, and (2) Metal fabricating equipment i® reduced 

from 17-20 years to 12 years. However, under Schedule F the 

first category was "by practice reduced to 23 year® while the 

second category was often reduced to 16 years"* 

fhe Sevenue let of 1962 was the second step by the 

Kennedy Administration to ease the tax harden of business-* 

Public l»aw 87-834 was signed into law on October 16, 1962, 

making general modifications t© the Sevenue Act of 1954. 

She Act, as modified by subpart B of Section 46* presided 

that an allowance of 7 per cent of the qualified investment 

of certain depreciable property would be deductible trout 

income taxes. This in effect meant that ®n isaaediate 7 per 

cent tax credit was allowed on new machinery purchases for 

heavy industry*^ 

fhe United States Steel Corporation stated in it* 1962 

Annual Heport that* although the new tax measures BfaH short 

in dealing with the fundamental facility replacement problem," 

the 7 per cent investment credit on new machinery provided 

•*2Ibid., pp. 21-23. 

^Public I#aw 87-834, 87th Congress, 2nd session, October 
16, 1962, pp. 1—5. 
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for in the Internal Revenue Act of 1962 resulted In a saving 

of 18,2 million in federal income tax#® in 1962. The new 

Depreciation Schedule, Revenue Procedure 62-21 resulted in m 

additional saving of 144 million,34 fhe tea relief provided 

in 1962 amounted to a savings of 152.2 million for U. S. Steel. 

According to its 1962 annual report , 2? he Bethlehem Steel 

Corporation depreciation allowance for 1962 was $155»466,900 

as compared to 1113*175>045 for 1961# Commenting on the new 

regulations th© corporation further stated! 

fhe new regulation® tend to correct inequities in the 
determination of taxes. As no asset can he depreciated 
beyond the amount of its original cost, such regulations 
affect only the rate at which depreciation is taken, 
fhe accounting effect of such regulations is to reduce 
th® current reported net income, fhe financial effect 
is to make currently available a greater amount of cash 
for new capital construction or other corporate purposes.35 

While investment credit allowance® on th© purchase® of 

new equipment and machinery for the entire industry are not 

available, depreciation allowances increased from $863 

million in 1961 to 11,069*000,000 in 1962.36 

Louis J*. Paradise, Assistant Director and Chief Statistician, 

Office of Business Economics, U. S. Department of Commerce, 

testified before the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the 

United States, on April 29# 1963 concerning the relationship 

•^United States .Steel Corporation Annual Report. 1962, p. 5. 
35j 

36, 
•^Bethlehem Steel Corporation Annual Report. 1962, pp» 6~7. 

C o n » * t l U o p 
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"between depreciation allowances and long-term investment 

funds in the steel industry as follows? 

« . .the major sources of long-term investment funds 
are depreciation and retained earnings# Sheee totaled 
114# "billion fro® 1951 to 1962# Curiouely enough—and 
this may "be merely a coincideneover the sane period 
the companies purchased exactly the same amount of plant 
and equipment# tl4§ "billion. 

The steel companies also resorted to outside source® 
for $3 3/4 billion* Bemember now, I m taking the aggre-
gate of the period 1951 through 1962. These numbers refer 
now to this long period, so they resorted to outside 
sources for $3 3/4 billion of lon^-tens funds; stocks, 
$1.4 billionj "bonds and other long-term debt, $2 billionf 
and lon$~term hank loan® amounting to ©bout four-tenths 
of a "billion dollars* 

Again, let me emphasise for the entire period» 1951-
62f over the eame period they invested nearly 13 billion 
in net working capital, including other aeaets, 2?he®e 
include inventories of IIs. 9 billion, plus the increase 
in financial assets of tl.5 billion, and then lee® 
short-term sources amount to a little less than a half 
billion dollars*37 

One of the most recent criticismsof the steel industry has 

been directed at its method of financing plant modernization 

and expansion out of current earnings and depreciation 

allowances, the question has been raised by sosie critics of 

the industry concerning the functions remaining for the 

capital market under the circumstances. Others have posed 

the question of why current customers of steel should pay the 

bill for modernisation and expansion of the induetry.^® 

37Ibid.. p. 279. 

^cConnell, og. cit.. p. 31. 
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Elm Steel Price Eaise of 1963 

On April 10# 1963, exactly one year to the day from the 

attempted steel price raise in 1962* Wheeling Steel Corporation 

announced a six dollar per ton price raise of steel* Wheeling' e 

advance, however, was a selected price raise on what the 

industry refers to as flat rolled steel product®. Plate 

materials were raised fro® 15.30 to #5. 52 per hundred, fhe 

company stated that, "steady increase of cost® of material, 

services and labor, with no increase in price® since 1958," 

made the raise mandatory,^ 

The Republic Steel Corporation raised ite prices on flat 

rolled materials to 15.34 per hundred on April 15, 1963, end 

on April 17, 1963# the United States Steel Corporation advanced 

its price® on like material® to I4>.85 per hundred* Within 

two hours of the U, S, Steel announcement, Inland and Jones 

Laughlin followed suit„^° During the next: few days there were 

general adjustments up and down on flat rolled steel products 

among the companies until prices were adjusted to those of 

t?« S. Steel, showing that the leadership of the industry re-

mained with the giant fir®. 

Resident John F* Kennedy, during a question and answer 

period after an address to the American Society of lewepaper 

Editors in Washington, B. C.t on April 19, 1963, stated that 

39Igl JP.FM SMSMt April 10, 196|» p# 1. 
40»«w tet Tines. April 17, 1962, p. 18. 
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he was opposed to a general increase and farther remarked, 
H« * .that selected price increases up or dowst seea to me to 

fce responsive t o market situations." $Me 1 per oent increase 

i n s t e e l prices lie said, "was not l a excess of the l o s s i n 

s t ee l prices einoe 1959."*1 

A\ 
OomrmMim®! ..Quarterly Weekly Heport, Apr i l 26, 1963, 

p.671. 



CHAPTER VI 

yilfBUCGS AID CONCUJSIONS 

The study shows that the United States Steel Corporation 

and other large corporations of the industry reach into.and 

affect almost every phase of pre sent-day living. Because of 

the part that steel plays in the production of consumer goods, 

in purchase of needed materials, as one of the nation*# 

largest employers and tasfpayer®, ite absolute role in the 

pro duo t Ion of defense materials, it is and ha® "been for many 

years en indispensable part of the nation's economy* 

fh© merger of many saall and large steel companies ae 

described in Chapter II has posed a pertinent problem to 

consumer economy. Ownership and control of such large segment® 

of a necessary industry by a few giant corporations makes 

possible price control with ite many implications foreign to 

the traditional American free competitive enterprise system, 

fhie ie a particularly serious problem eince the attitudes of 

both government and industry have changed over the years ae 

shown in Chapters II and IV. 

fhe study further indicates that government has been 

partially responsible in strengthening the oligopoly structure 

of the industry by encouraging corporation® to expand during 

war and emergency periods using such methods as outright 

<u 
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partnership in steal plants and facilities, and the employment 

of accelerated amortisation program® ae dealt with in Chapter 

III. f he war plants disposal program of steel plants by 

government following World War II strengthened the position 

of the large corporations such as U, S> Steel which was in a 

position to finance the purchase of the Genera plant while 

the smaller firms were not. Although several Congressional 

Committees had condemned the accelerated amortisation methods 

of World Ware I and II, the Congress resorted to the same 

expensive and ill-supervise a method during the Korean emergency * 

The study has shorn in Chapter IT that with government 

controls virtually removed after World War 11 f a spiral of 

wage-steel price increases evolved "between 1946 and 1956» 

and that such was a contributing factor to the inflationary 

trend in the poet World War II period5, 5 he tendency it is 

seen, was for the steel industry to go along with cost of 

production increases and pass the additional expenses along 

to the consumer until eventually there came a time in 1958 

when the international competitive position of the American 

industry was impaired by the lose of export markets to the 

more modern Industries of Europe and Japan1* 

Chapter 1 of the study showe a most serious development 

when the United States steel Corporation attempted to raise 

steel prices in 1962 "by six dollars per ton. Unprecedented 

action was taken by the national government, further worsening 
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the relationship between the steel industries and government. 

While the Kennedy Administration wen its battle with the 

industry in rolling hack prices, it wm forced to retreat in 

the end by providing major tax considerations for big business 

at the expense of the public. Steel again demonstrated its 

power position in 1963 when it was successful in raising 

prices# However, these prices were selective and not objected 

to by government, which may demonstrate that both government 

and steel jaay have learned a lesson from the crisis of 1962, 

but this is not sufficient grounds to let: the problem of big 

government versus big business or vice versa continue 

unchecked. Herein lies the great challenge for social 

scientists—to cone together for study and planning in this 

critical area, and it mast be done now, 

finally, the general conclusion of this study is that 

the steel industry ie in position to greatly influence the 

economy and government of the United States, and it has not 

been able to operate with the free enterprise syste®. large 

subsidies fro® the government have been neeeesary§ government 

has been unsuccessful in regulating the industry except in 

time of war or national emergency! and finally, it mist be 

concluded that the industry met submit to government 

regulation, & fact which was recognised and recommended by 

Elbert H, Gary when he testified before a Congressional 

coMittee over fifty years ago'. 
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Recoiamendations 

In order to determine how much and what kind of regulation 

•is necessary for the industry, it is reeosaaeiided that mi 

intensive study program "be inaugurated by industry, labor# 

political scientists* social scientists* and government. A 

new and fresh, approach met be considered to, deal with tMi 

great problem, 

finally,, it is ree ©mended that a comprehensive education 

program be undertaken by industry* government, and educational 

institutions of the nation to acquaint the public with this 

great problem. 



APPENDIX A 

COMPANIES WHICH WERE MERGED TO FORM THE 

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION^ 

Cotter describes the ten companies which were merged to 

form United States Steel as followst 

THE AFRICAN BRIDGE CO,, as its name implies, was a 
fabricator of bridge material and structural steel gener-
ally, It was not a steel company in the strict sense. 
It obtained a large proportion of its supplies of steel 
from the Carnegie company and fabricated this material. 
It had a capacity of approximately 600,000 tons yearly. 
The company was Incorporated in May, 1900, a® a con-
solidation of a number of smaller concerns and at the 
time of its absorption Into the Steel Corporation had a 
surplus of fIt-,030,331. Holders of its preferred stock 
received $110 in preferred stock of the new corporation 
for each #100 of their holdings, while the common stock-
holders received $105 in U. S. Steel common for each $100 
of their holdings# 

THE AMEBIC AM Tiff PLATE CO., was chartered in Decem-
ber, 1898, I&ke all the concerns forming this group It 
was considerably over-capitalized. Nevertheless its 
earnings in the first year of its existence were ap-
proximately $3,600,000 or 20$ on its preferred capital, 
and in 1900 they exceeded $5*750,000. or about 32j* on 
the preferred capital* At its formation it acquired 39 
different plants, embracing 279 mills• Its preferred 
stockholders received $125 in U. S. Steel preferred stock 
for each $100 of their holdings and its common stockholders 
$120 in preferred and $125 i*s common stock of the new cor-
poration for each $100 of their holdings. 

THE RATIONAL STEEL CO., another of the Held-Moore 
concerns, was the maker of raw material for the other 
three members of the group. Its production was largely 
confined to semi-finished products and it had a capacity 
of about 1,700,000 tons of steel a year. It had some ore 
holdings in the Mesaba Range as well as a twenty year 
contract for a one-sixth interest in the ore production 
of the Oliver Iron Mining Co. The company was chartered 

^•Cotter, on. clt>T pp. 22-26. 

98 
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early In 1899 and in the flest year of its existence 
earned approximately $8,750,000, or over 32$ on its 
preferred stock# Of this amount, however, $3,617,000 
was written off for depreciation. At the time it was 
merpod into the Steel Corporation, it had surplus and 
undivided profits of $6,910,995* Holders of both its 
common and preferred stocks for each $100 of their 
holdings got $125 in the corresponding stock of the new 
corporation. 

"THE AMERICAN STEEL HOOP CO., third of the group was 
formed a month or two later than the National Steel Co, 
It was a consolidation of nine concerns manufacturing 
chiefly bars, hoops, bands and cotton ties, and had an 
annual capacity of about 700,000 tons* Its earnings 
were not as large as those of the others of the group, 
its first nine months operations yielding a return at 
the annual rate of slightly under 7% on the preferred 
capitalization. Its accumulated surplus on April 1, 1901, 
was $1,660,311# The two classes of its stock were ex-
changed at par for the same classes of U. S» Steel stock. 

THE AMERICAN SHEET STEEL CO., the last of the Heid-
Moore companies to be organized was chartered in February, 
1900. This company acquired 16^ sheet mills, 19 puddling 
furnaces and an Impressive number of open-hearth furnaces 
and bar mills. It had a capacity of about half a million 
tons. Its earnings, from the time it began business to 
April 1, 1901, amounted to $705,757* Its stock was exchanged 
for Steel Corporation securities on the same basis as those 
of the Steel Hoop Company, 

THE NATIONAL TUBE CO., organized in June 1899, was a 
merger of 13 smaller concerns having an aggregate capacity 
of about 850,000 tons of steel wrought tubing. Its 
principal plants were located in the Pittsburg district. 
In the year 1900 the company reported net profits after 
depreciation of over $1^,600.000, or about 35# on its 
preferred capital stock. National Tube preferred stock-
holders received $8.80 in preferred and $125 in common 
stock of the new corporation for each $100 they held. 

THE FEDERAL STEEL CO., second only in size and import-
ance to the Carnegie Steel Co., was chartered late in 
1898, as a merger of the Illinois Steel Co,s Minnesota 
Iron Co., Lorain Steel Co., Elgin, Joliet & Eastern 
Railway Co. and the Johnson Co. of Pennsylvania. The 
steel companies it controlled brought to it some of the 
best equipped steel mills, manufacturing various products, 
in the country, as well as a number of ore vessels and a 
large interest in the Duluth & Iron Range R. R. Its 
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earnings in 1899 were approximately $9>100,000, or about 
17^ of its preferred stock and in 1900, $11,722»000, or 
about 22J&# federal Steel preferred stockholders received 
&<w px*£drr#d stock at tti# rat# of $110 £QT t&cfr $X00y 
and the common stock was exchanged at the rate of $100 of 
federal common for 14 of preferred and $107«50 of the 
common stock of the U, S. Steel Corporation. 

THE LAO SUPERIOR IRON JOT1S, dominated by the 
Standard Oil interests, was formed in 1893. It was merely 
an oi*e company and had ore reserves> owned or leased, 
estimated at nearly 400,000,000 tons* The company also 
owned the Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railroad, and it 
was affiliated with the Bessemer Steamship Co*, afterwards 
purchased by the Steel Corporation* The earnings of the 
lake Superior company were enormous, having been nearly 
58^ on its capital in 1900* for each 1100 of ita stock-
there we® only one class-$135 each of preferred and 
common stocks of the U« S* Steel Corporation were ex-
changed# 

THE AMERICAN STEEL & WISE 00,, of New Jersey, was a 
consolidation effected in January, 1899» of the majority 
of the country*e wire mills* It had a rod mill capacity 
of over 1,100,000 tons and a wire nail capacity of more-
than 10,000,000 kegs, or over 500,000 tone* It also 
owned extensive ore and coking coal properties* In the 
first year of its operation the Wire company earned 
nearly 19$ on its common stock after an allowance of 
11,200,000 for depreciation, and in 1900 its earnings 
applicable to the common stock were $4,202,129* or nearly 
8f% 011 the issue* It® preferred stock was exchanged on 
a basis of $117*50 tl. S, Steel preferred for each #100, 
and its common stock on the basis of $102# 50 of Steel 
common for each 1100 of Steel & Wire. 

THE CARNEGIE STEEL C0 M the great organization ruled 
by the Monarch of Steel and turning out from Its furnaces 
and mills practically one-fifth of all the steel made in 
the United Statesj and, incidentally, pouring undreamed 
of wealth into the pockets of Carnegie and his associates* 
A company that realized profits in 1899 of nearly $24,000, 
000 and in 1900 of approximately $40,000,0001 

The Carnegie Steel Co* was a formal merger of the 
Camegl© and frick interests* By its absorption the new 
corporation secured possession of the greatest eteel 
• organisation of it® time, as well as of the important 
coke holdings of the H. C# Prick Coke Co.-owning about 
40,000 acres of coking coal lands, 11,000 coke ovens and 
other property-a controlling Interest in the Oliver 
Mining Co. with its large ore possessions* the controlling 
interest in the Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, 
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not to mention a number of other concerns and interests 
of less importance. 

Unlike most of the other merged companies, the 
Carnegie Steel Co* had all its steel sailing plants eoneen-
trated in the Pittsburg district# It was in this lo-
cality that Carnegie had built up hie great business 
machine, and his fortune. He had never attempted to 
build elsewhere, with the exception of his threat to 
erect a tub# plant at Conneaut. Carnegie believed in the 
future of Pittsburg. And he himself did more than anyone 
else to assure that future. Carnegie it was that had 
made Pittsburg the steel center of the universe, And 
his plants there, at the time they were taken over by the 
corporation, had an annual capacity of some 3,500,000 
tons of steel ingots and over 3,000,000 tons of finished 
products. 

When the Carnegie company was reorganized in March, 
1900-at which time the merger with the Prick company 
took place-its capital was placed at $160,000,000 in 
stock and a like amount in bonds• . All the stock and all 
but 550,000 of the bonds were taken over by the organizers 
of the Steel Corporation and for these, as had been seen, 
a total of $492,006,160 was paid, as follows? for 
Si59*450,000 Carnegie bonds an equel amount of bonds of 
the new coupany was exchanged? another 1144,000,000 new 
bonds were employed to take up 196,000,000 of the Carnegie 
stock while $98,277,120 Steel preferred and $90,279#040 
Steel common paid for the remaining $64»000,000 Carnegie 
Steel stock. 



APPENDIX B 

Elbert H. Gary1 

71 Broadway 

lew York 

March 15th, 1907. 

My Dear Mr* President# 

It is doubtful if you have tine to read the opinion of a 
mere constituent« However,, thanks to your disposition, every 
one has a right to give expression* 

notwithstanding I hear from some of ay acquaintance© who 
are men of experience and great ability that the present 
agitation, investigation® ant prosecution® have a tendency to 
depress values ant slacken prosperity, it is my ©pinion that 
sooner ©r later, probably sooner, the results will be bene-
ficial* 1 think the attitude of the present administration, 
as frequently stated in your utterance®, is exactly what this 
country needs* 1 do not intend to be a hypocrite* If a»y 
company in which I a» interested is wrong, it must get right. 
All of ma mast be measured by the standard of right* the 
application of this principle, froja which as President 1 
think you have never deviated, ie building for you a monument 
which will be permanent and will be the lasting pride of all 
your friends* It is embodied in the sentiment expressed by 
yout A square deal for all* I do not hesitate to say that 
your influence as President of this great republic has been 
of benefit to m© personally and 1 feel equally certain that 
it is beginning to have a good effect upon others who have 
been reluctant to see their faults. 

Sincerely yours, 

[SipiedJ 2* H* Gary. 

To His Excellency 
Theodore Roosevelt, 

White House, Washington, D* C* 

barbell, 0£. c££*, pp* 193-194 
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flit Whit® Hoas® 

Washington 

Personal 

March 16, 1907, 

% dear Judge Gary* 
s 

1 wonder if you realise what & friendly and kind and, 

as 1 believe, wise* letter you have written* It pleases a# 

very much. Let me mm you whenever you come on here*., 

With great regard. 

Sincerely youre, 

[Signed!] Theodore Roosevelt 

Hon* 1. H, Gary, 
Empire Building, 
71 Broadway, 
Hew York. 
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CORRESPOHEENCE CONCERNING PURCHASE Of 
TENNESSEE COAL, AID 110H COMPACT* 

United States Steel Corporation 
lew York 

November 7 th, 1907. 

Chairman*s Office 
Personal 

My Sear Mr* Secretary! 

At the reseat interview at the White House between the 
President, yourself, Mr* friek «oa<l ayself, 1 stated, la 
substance* that our Corporation had the opportunity of 
acquiring more than one-half ©f the capital stock of the 
Tennessee Coal, Iron end Railroad Company at a price somewhat 
in excess of what we believed to "be its real value; and that 
it has been represented that if the purchase should be made 
it would be of great benefit to financial conditions, and 
would probably save from failure an important business con-
cern! that under the circumstances Mr. frick and I had de~ 
clded to favor the proposed purchase unless the President 
objected to same* 1 further stated that the total productive 
capacity of our Companies would not be materially increased 
by the ownership of the properties of the Tennessee Company, 
and, after the purchase, would probably not amount to more 
than sixty per cent of the total steel production in this 
country, which was about the percentage of our Companies at 
the tiae of the organization of the B* s. Steel Corporation* 
that our policy was opposed to securing a monopoly in our 
line® or even a material increase of our relative capacity. 

I understood the President to say that while he would not 
*»ak« any binding promise or agreement, 

he did not hesitate to §ay from all the circumstances as 
presented he certainly would not advise against the proposed 
purchase* 

If consistent, will you kindly write me if the above 
statement is in accordance with your understanding1 and 
recollection* 

Sincerely yours, 

[Signed] B. H. Gary 

barbell, cit.. p. 202 
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Hon. 1113m Hoot 
Secretary of State 

Washingtonf D. C. 

Department of Stat© 

Washington 

Nov. 11, 1907* 

My Dear Mr# Gary: 
I have your letter of November 7th« 
It fully agrees with ay recollection of the interview 

to which you refer* in which you stated to the President 
the circumstances under which the United States Steel Corpo-
ration had heen asked to relieve the financial situation by 
purchasing a majority of the stock of the Tennessee Coal, Iron 
and Railroad Company* 1 have sent a copy ©f your letter with 
this answer to the President with a recommendation that it "be 
transmitted to the Department of Justice for filing there. 

Very sincerely yours, 

CSignedJ llihu Boot 

E« H. Gary, Esquire 
tJnited States Steel Corporation, 

lew York, H* Y. 

The White House 
Washington 

Nov* 19f 1907. 

My Bear Mr. Secretary: 

I am in receipt of your letter of the 11th in®tant sM 
enclosures, and have forwarded them t© the Attorney General 
to he placed on the file® of the Department of justice, 
together with a copy of this letter. Mr. Smry state® the 
facts as 1 remember them. 

Yery truly yours, 

[Signed] Theodore Hoosevelt* 

Hon. Slihu Hoot 
Secretary of State 
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The White House^ 

Washington 

September 6, 1961 

Dear Mr, ELought 

1 a® taking this means of communicating to you, and to 
the chief executive officers of 11 other steel companies, 
ssy concern for stability of steel prices. 

In the years preceding 1958, sharply rising steel prices 
and steel wages provided much of tht impetus to a damaging 
inflation in the American economy. Fro® the beginning of 
194? to the end of 1958, while industrial prices as a whole 
were rising 39 percent, steel mill product prices rose 120 
percent. Steel wage rates also rose rapidily, causing 
employment costs per ton of steel to rise "by about 85 percent, 
fhe international competitive position of American producer® 
was impaired, and our balance of payments was weakened* Our 
iron and steel export prices from 1953 to 1958 rose 20 percent 
more than the export prices of our principal foreign com* 
petitors, and our share of world exports of iron end steel 
fell from 19 percent to 14 percent. 

Since 1956, our price performance has substantially 
improved. Steel prices have been stable since 1958, as has 
the Wholesale Price Index, Industrial prices have not risen 
since 1959 • ®he rise in consumer prices has been held within 
tolerable limits. 

5his record of price stability was purchased, however, 
at the cost of persistent unemployment and underutilised 
productive capacity. In the steel industry Itself, the rate 
of utilisation of capacity for the last three years has 
averaged under 65 percent. In consequence of our recent price 
experience, many persons have come to the conclusion that 
the United States can achieve price stability only by main-
taining a substantial margin of unemployment and excess 

^United States Steel Corporation, Pear 
= Ml 

1961), 
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capacity and by accepting a slow rat® of economic growth, 
This is a counsel of despair which we cannot accept# 

For the last three years, we hare not had to face the test 
of price behavior in a high-employment economy. This is the 
test which now lie© ahead# 

Under the collectire bargaining contract signed in Janu-
ary I960, steel industry wage® and other employment cost® 
will increase at the end of this month# fhe amount of the 
increase in employment costs per nan-hour is difficult to 
measure in advance with precision# Bit it appears almost 
certain to he outweighed "by the advance in productivity 
resulting from a combination of two factors-the steady 
long-term growth of output per man-hour, and the increasing 
rate of operation© foreseen for the steel industry in the 
months ahead* 

fhe Council of Economic Advisers has supplied me with 
estimate® of steel industry profits after October 1, calculated 
on an assumption that prices' are not increased# f hese esti-
mates indicate that the steel industry will he earning 7 to 
9 per cent on net worth after taxes if the rate of operations 
is around 70 per cent} 10 to 12 per cent if the operating 
rate is at 80 per cent} and 13 to 15 per*cent if the oper-
ating rate is at 90 pei* cent# The steel industry, in short, 
can look forward to good profits without an increase in price®'# 

The owners of the iron and steel companies have fared 
well in recent years# Since 1947, iron and steel oonaon stock 
prices have risen 393 per cent? this is a much better per-
formance than common stock prices in general# Mlcewise, 
dividends on iron and steel securities have risen from 1235 
million in 1947 to $640 million in the recession year of I960, 
an increase of 176 per cent# 

A steel price increase in the month® ahead could shatter 
the price stability which the country has now enjoyed for 
some time# In a letter to me on the impact of steel price® 
on defense coats, Secretary of Defense Iclamara states? WA 
steel price increase of the order of $4 to I5 a ton, once it® 
effects fanned out through the economy, would probably raise 
military procurement costs by 1500 million per year or more." 

Steel is a bellwether, a® well as a major element in 
industrial costs# A rise in steel price® would force price 
increases in others. The"consequence® of such a development 
might be so grave-particularly on our balance of payments 
position-as to require the adoption of restrictive monetary 
and fiscal measures which would retard recovery, hold unem-
ployment at intolerable levels, and hamper growth. The 
impressing „effeet of such measures on the steel industry's 
rate of operations might in the long run more" than offset the 
profit-raising effect of a price increase#• 

In emphasizing the vital importance of steel prices to 
the strength of our economy, I do not wish'to minimize the 
urgency of preventing inflationary movemente in steel wages. 
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I recognise, too, that the steel industry, by absorbing 
increases in employment coats since 1958# lias demonstrated a 
will to halt the price-wage spiral in steel* If the industry 
were now to .forego a price increase# it would enter col-
lective bargaining negotiations next spring with a record of 
three and a half years of price stability-, It wuld clearly 
then be the turn of the labor representatives to limit wage 
demands to a level consistent with continued price stability, 
$he moral position of the steel industry next ©print-ani its 
claim to the support of public opinion-will be strengthened 
by the exercise of price restraint now* 

I have written you at length because 1 believe that price 
stability in steel is essential if we are to Maintain the 
economic vitality necessary to face confidently the trials 
and crises of our perilous world* Our economy has flourished 
in freedom! let ue now demonstrate again that the responsible 
exerciee of economic freedom serves the national welfare* 

X am sure that the owners and managers of our nation*© 
major steel companies share my conviction that the clear call 
of national interest met be heeded* 

Sincerely, 

[Signed] John Kennedy 

Mr. Boger M, Hough 
Chairman of the Board 
United Btates Steel Corporation 
71 Broadway 
lew York 6, lew York 

September 13, 1961 

fhi® President of the United States 
fhe White House 
Washington, 3). C. 

Bear Hr» Preeidenti 

May 1 respectfully acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
September 6 in which you express concern regarding inflation 
and price movements# 
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I as. certain, Mr. President, that your concern regarding 
inflation ia shared % every thinking American who had ex-
perienced its serious effects during the past twenty years, 
tod although we in United State® Steel cannot forecast the 
future trend of prices in any segment of the steel industry 
and have no definite conclusions regarding our own course 
during the forseeable future, nevertheless it should he 
useful to put some of the information referred to in your 
letter in proper cause-and-effect perspective# Moreoever, 
your letter does raise questions of such serious import^ 
including the future of freedom in marketing, that I feel 
Impelled to include a word on that score also for whatever 
value it may he. 

First let me assure you that if you seek the causes of 
inflation in the United States, past* present or future, you 
will not find them in the levels of steel prices or steel 
profits* 

The facts, as developed by the American Iron and Steel 
Institute, are that from 1940 through I960 steel prices rose 
174 per cent, hut the industry's hourly employment costs rose 
322 per cent, or nearly twice as much, t use 1940 as a 
starting point rather than 194? because during the war-af-
fected years of 1940 through 1944 steel wages rose substantially 
as did the level of wholesale pricesj hut steel price® in-
creased not at all. Any comparison of these trends which 
starts with postwar 1947 as a base, therefore obscures, 
rather than reveals the realities which the steel companies 
have had to face throughout this entire period of inflation, 

In dollar® and cents, wage-earner employment® costs per 
hour worked increased from 90i cents ia 1940 to 13.32 in I960 
and far exceeded any productivity gains that could he achieved 
even though gome fifteen billion dollars was invested in new 
and more efficient plant and equipment during this period. 
Shipments of steel per manhour worked (a measurement which 
overstates the gain in true productivity) improved by less 
than 40 per cent, in contrast to the 322 per cent rise in 
employment cost. Prices at higher competitive levels were 
the inevitable result. 

Your letter speaks of the uncertainty in the amount of 
the employment cost increases which will occur at the end of 
this month* and which have sometimes been inaccurately re-
ported elsewhere as being about 8 cents. While these costs 
will obviously vary somewhat among the several companies in 
the steel industry, the fact is that they will increase by 
about 13 cents per hour for wage eamersf and beyond this the 
companies must face the added cost of adjusting the pay of 
many thousands of their salaried employees. In the aggregate, 
therefore, industry employment costs alone will rise by more 
than 200 million dollars a year on October 1. 
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So far as profits are concerned, your advisers have 
chosen to measure them in terms of the return on reported 
net worths and again I an afraid that this does more to confuse 
than to clarify the issue in the light of the eroding effects 
of inflation on investment s in eteelma&ing facilities over 
the past twenty years# If we compare the fifty*»cent profit 
dollars of today to the 100-cent dollars that were invested 
in our business twenty years ago, the resulting profit ratio 
can hardly he said to hare any validity, 

To be meaningful, therefore, any such eooparieen roust 
naturally he adjusted for the effects of inflation, and when 
this la done it will he found that in the case if United States 
Steel (the adjusted data for the industry are not available 5 
the return on investment over the past ten year® has averaged 
about 3 per cent and at its highest point was 5.1 per cent# 

The most useful measurement of the profit trend in a 
single industry, over an inflationary period, is of course 
profit as a percentage of sales* On this basis, it will be 
noted from the attached charts that profita in the steel 
industry have only once in the past 20 years equalled the 8 
per cent level at which they stood in 1940, and have averaged 
only per cent in the past five years, thus demonstrating 
clearly that steel price increases during this period have 
not fully covered the rapid rise in total steelmaking costs. 

In this connection it is interesting to note that following 
the steel strike which ended last year, an official government 
report was prepared for the D̂epartment of Labor by Professor 
Livemash of Harvard University* In this report, which 
analyses the cost-price relationship in steel at length, Br. 
I&vemash concludes t 

"Obviously while price policy can be debated in the short 
run, in the long run all cost increases must be met. Steel 
has done no more than this.." 

Another point of caution which should be noted in any 
discussion of profits on an industry-wide basis is that the 
Industry's profit rate is merely an average-and averages can 
be dangerously misleading* Some companies will earn more 
than the average, while some may be suffering losses which 
they cannot sustain indefinitely. So it was in I960 that 
among the thirty largest steel companies the profit rate as 
a percentage of sales ranged from a plus 9.3 per cent to a 
loss of 5.2 per cent. . ' ' 

Whatever figure your advisers ©ay elect to use, however, 
the simple fact is that the profit left in any company, after 
it pays all costs, 1® all that there is out of which to make 
up for the serious inadequacy in depreciation, to repay 
borrowings, to pay dividends, and to provide for added e~ 
quipiaent-.. If the profit is not good enough to do these things, 
they cannot and will not be donej and that would not be in 
the national interest. 
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So reviewing the whole picture, I cannot quit® see how 
steel profits could "be responsible for inflation ©especially 
when their portion of the sales dollar over the last twenty 
years has never exceeded 8 cent® ana is lower than that 
today* 

As for the admittedly hazardous task which your economic 
advisers have undertaken in forecasting steel Industry profits 
at varying rates of operation, 1st me respectfully underline 
the word hazardous# Moreover it might reasonably appear to 
some-as, frankly, it does to me-that they seem to he assuming 
the role of informal price-setters for steel-psychological 
or otherwise* Bit if for steel, what then for automobiles, 
or rubber* or machinery or electrical products, or food* or 
paper, or ©hemicals-or a thousand other products? Do we 
thus head into unworkable* stifling peace-time control of 
prices? Bo we do this when the causes of inflation-in a 
highly competitive economy with ample industrial capacity 
such a® ours-are clearly associated with the fiscal, monetary, 
labor and other policies of government? 

As you note in your letter, Mr* ̂ President* the level of 
steel prices has not been increased in over three years-since 
1958* In fact that level is slightly lower than it was two 
years ago, and in recent months* there have been a number of 

?rice changes* mostly reductions# There are many competitive 
actor® which are constantly changing and which necessarily 
affect price® in the eteel industry or any other industry* 
Aside from the inescapable employment and other costs, these 
competitive factors include competition among domestic eteel 
producers* competition from other materials such as aluminum, 
glass, cement* paper an# plastics* competition froffi foreign 
steel producers* and total customer demand as well as 
changing customer requirements * to mention only a few* fhe 
pressures of the market place are inexorable and cannot be 
disregarded by any nation which wishes to maintain its 
position in a competitive world# 

In that connection* your letter mentions foreign coupe** 
tition in steel and that* of course* is of serious concern 
to producers in our industry. Between 1952 and 1959* for a 
composite of eight nations which are our principal competitors 
in steel* the average hourly employment cost for wage earners 
rose about 35 cents* compared with a rise of 11.48 in the 
United States# Overcoming this growing cost disadvantage is 
far from simple* Moreover these employment costs at the end 
of 1959 averaged less than #1*00 per hour in those same 
nations compared with S3*80 for us# fhese facts go a. long way 
toward explaining why we are less competitive abroad than we 
were# 

I am glad your letter* along with emphasising steel prices* 
sayss 

"I do not wish to minimize the urgency of preventing 
inflationary movements in steel wages# I recognize, too* 
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that the steel Industry, by absorbing increases in em-
ployment costs since 1958, has demoatrated a will to halt 
the price-wage spiral in steel." 

I hat "will" to do what we could to halt the wag«~price 
spiral in steel involved thousands of employees and many 
companies in the serious human and financial cost of a 116-
day strike in 1959# The subsequent settlement resulted in 
a 3*£r to 3 3/4 per oent annual increase' in our employment 
costs, and while this represented a substantial improvement 
from the corresponding 8 per cent average annual increase 
that had occurred throughout the period since 1940» it was 
still nearly twice as great as the average long-range im-
provement in steel shipments per manhour which amounted to 
only 2 per cent. So I am afraid there is little justification 
for the belief that improving productivity will offset the 
coat of the October 1 wag# increase during any reasonable 
period of time, 

With all due deference» moreover, I must note that during 
the past few months there have been a number of wage settle-
sent® which by no stretch of the imagination can be considered 
to be non-inflationaryj and in spite of your own commendable 
concern regarding the inflationary effect of wag® movements, 
there seem to have been-in this seme period-a noticeable 
absence of any observable restraint by union® in their demands* 

May I also respectfully observe that it is relatively 
easy to say that steel is a price bellwether and t© draw 
conclusion# from that belief. Steel, of course, ie a basic 
and important commodity but where inflation la concerned, the 
price of steel i® a symptom of the problem and not a bellwether 
earns®# Simon Whitney, the Director of the Bureau of Economic a, 
federal Trade Commission, said in 1959—-

"Over the long run, any psychological import attached 
to steel will hardly give it much more weight in the 
gross national product than the dollar figures: ©how# 1 
believe there is as much or more truth in viewing steel 
wages as the pace-getter for ether industries.w 

fhe historical evidence would seem to disprove this 
bellwether theory moreover. For example, there wa® no increase 
whatever in steel prices during the years 1940 through 1944} 
but this did not prevent a substantial inflation in wholesale 

trices generally during the same period. Conversely from 
951 to 1956 there was virtually no net change in the 

wholesale price level, despite the fact that ateel prices 
advanced by about 30 per cent. 

Again there is little support for the theory that a steel 
price rise consistently pyramid®. Dr. Whitney has pointed 
out that between 1953 and 1956... 
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"The average steel-using Item advanced only a tiny 
fraction of the amount that the rest of the [B.L.S 
Consumer Price] index advanced," 

Reducing prices or avoiding price increase© has great 
popular appeal. 4s consumers we all want that. But we cannot 
have it "both ways. We cannot have inflationary wage in-
creases, higher taxes and other rapidly increasing costs on 
the one hand, and enjoy reduced said unrealistic price levels 
on the other, without endangering national growth and jeopard-
izing jobs. 1 ©f course know that you are fully aware of 
this, hut the sooner all of us in th® great American public 
understand that single fact, the better# 

Mr# President, I can speak for no one except j®y associate© 
in United State® Steel and isyself on thi® most important 
subject* We share your conviction that the national interest 
must be heeded. We are keenly aware of inflation*• danger 
to our institutions and to our national growth* The nation 
has already felt to© greatly the damaging effects of in-
flation# 

We are also equally aware of the national interest in 
maintaining strong, healthy industrial units operating under 
open market circumstances which permit freely-entered into 
buyer-seller arrangements# These unit® are the sources of 
jobs and the antidote for urn-employment, They are the sources 
of research, of new products, of more things and more useful 
things for everyone# These industrial units and th© 
compensation they pay to employees are the main source of our 
government *s tax revenues# They are vital measures of our 
nation1s strength# 

Bach industrial unit and every individual in it doe® bear, 
as your letter infers, a serious responsibility in maintaining 
the economic freedom of the country# I assure you that so far 
as our own corporation is concerned, we have in the past made 
every effort to conduct our affairs in the light of that 
responsibility and our purpose is to do so in the future# 

Respectfully yours, 

Roger M# Hough 
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STEEL INDUSTRY PROFITS PER DOLLAR OF SALES 
Per Cent 
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1940 8.0% 1947 6.1% 1954 6.0% 
1941 6.0 1948 6.7 1955 7.8 
1942 3.4 1949 7.1 1956 7.3 
1943 2.8 1950 8.0 1957 7.3 
1944 2.7 1951 5.8 1958 6.3 
1945 3.1 1952 5.0 1959 5.8 
1946* 5.5 1953 5.6 1960 5.7 

EMPLOYMENT COSTS, PRICES AND NET INCOME 
STEEL INDUSTRY 

Employment Net Income Finished 
Costs* Per Hour as Per Cent of Steel Mill 

Year Worked1 Total Revenue1 Product Prices2 

Index Index 
1940= 100 Per Cent 1940 =s 100 

1940 100.0 8.0% 100.0 
1947 172.7 6.1 130.8 
1948 185.5 6.7 148.8 
1949 193.7 7.1 161.1 
1950 210.8 8.0 169.2 
1951 233.6 5.8 182.8 
1952 255.8 5.0 186.8 
1953 269.6 5.6 201.0 
1954 277.6 6.0 209.7 
1955 300.8 7.8 219.5 
1956 326.4 7.3 238.0 
1957 355.4 7.3 260.6 
1958 388.2 6.3 269.8 
1959 419.7 5.8 274.3 
1960 422.1 5.7 273.9 

•Wage employees engaged in production and sale of iron and steel products 
Sources: (1) Annual Statistical Reports, American Iron and Steel Institute 

(2) U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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